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Procedure of enumeration of eigenvalues

Summary

That that is to study them vibrations of a structure or to search its modes of buckling, the mechanic must
often solve a modal problem: either generalized (GEP) [R5.01.01], or quadratic (QEP) [R5.01.02]. With this
intention,  Code_Aster propose several algorithms and methodologies through the operator  CALC_MODES, not
counting the operators of support: INFO_MODE and NORME_MODE.

Often these operators use into pre or postprocessing a procedure of enumeration . Because some their
features require the number of eigenvalues included inside an interval (if they are real) or of a disc (if they are
complex). In the first case, relating to only them GEPs symmetrical realities, one has the traditional method of
Sturm. In the second case, looking at them  GEPs unspecified and them  QEPs, the situation is much less
favorable. This digital problem still is the object of active research and no completely satisfactory solution still
emerged.
After having tested several alternatives of these methods, we finally industrialized one in the code of them:
method APM alternative LDLT . It is for the moment available only in INFO_MODE [U4.52.01] (METHODE='
APM'),  in  complement  of  the  method  of  Sturm  (METHODE=' STURM').  This  method  still  is  the  object  of

research. It is to be held for the simplified problems small (< with 104  degrees of freedom).

In the most frequent case of real symmetrical GEP, it is strongly advised pre-to gauge its modal calculation
via estimates  INFO_MODE preconditions  [U4.52.01].  Thanks  to  theirs  two levels  of  parallelism1,  these
INFO_MODE can be “quasi-free”! On a hundred processors, one can obtain accelerations in time of about 70
and of the reductions of peak report of about 2.

In the first part of this document we summarize the problems of the enumeration of eigenvalues. Then, before
detailing the various existing solutions, we specify their principal ingredients  digital. A specific chapter details
the implementation of multilevel  parallelism. Lastly, we conclude by a summary from the algorithms indeed
available in the code and their parameter settings.

1 Just like CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.
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1  Introduction

1.1  Context

That that is to study vibrations of a structure , possibly deadened and/or revolving, or to search his modes of
buckling, the mechanic must often solve a modal problem . With this intention,  Code_Aster propose various
operators [Boi10] 2 who treat two types of modal problems:  Generalized (GEP for ‘Generalized Eigenvalue
Problem’) and them Quadratic (QEP for ‘Quadratic Eigenvalue Problem’): 

To find  ,u  such as: 
A−Bu=0 GEP 
AB

2Cu=0 QEP 
 (1.1) 

According to the problems, the matrices  A  ,  B  and  C  above mentioned are linear combinations of the
various usual mechanical matrices: 

• Mass M  , 
• Rigidity K  , 

• Geometrical rigidity K g , 

• Damping induced by dissipative forces Evisq  or by the structure Ehyst , 

• Gyroscopic effect G  . 

One voluntarily  placed  within  the  framework  more  the general,  but  often,  one can nevertheless make the
amalgam:

AK , BM  and  CEviscG (1.2) 

with   a real parameter representing the number of revolutions (in the event of gyroscopic effect). 
 

 

Figure 1.1 Two distinct problems: enumeration of the eigenvalues contained strictly in a segment of the
real axis and a finished portion of the complex plan.

These matrices are often real (except in the presence of damping hysteretic), but not always symmetrical (for
example  in  the  presence  of  gyroscopic  effects)  and  seldom  definite  positive  (because  of  Lagranges  in
particular).  This variation to the standard of the usual modal problems (Symmetrical  SEP and definite
positive) and this variability of the problems undoubtedly complicates their algorithmic treatments in the
code. 

1.2  Enumeration and modal calculation in Code_Aster

2  INFO_MODE and CALC_MODES.
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Indeed,  the resolution of a modal problem, as well standard, generalized as quadratic rest a difficult
problem. Even if, in the literature, certain categories of modal problems seem clearly solved for a long time (for
example GEPs standards). It  does not remain about it  less than the numeric work implementation remains
difficult.

One thus add systematically3, in checking of a modal calculation, a procedure of enumeration of eigenvalues.
For GEPs standards (symmetrical realities) this enumeration is carried out in a segment of the real axis
(cf  appears 1.1a).  For example,  it  is  checked that,  in a given frequential  band, the number of eigenvalues
“theoretical” corresponds well to the number of eigenvalues identified by the modal solvor. With this intention,
one uses an old and classical algorithm (test of Sturm, cf.  §2.2/3.2), which although expensive4 remain rather
reliable.

But extension of this criterion to QEPs and GEPs atypical (nonsymmetrical or complex), for which one seeks to
estimate the number of eigenvalues contained in a finished zone of the complex plan (for example a disc
centered on the value which interests the user 5 , cf has appeared 1.1b), is seriously possible only for a few
years (cf. table Ci below ).

The passage of  an  enumeration  on the  real  axis  with  an  enumeration  in  the  complex  plan  is  indeed not
commonplace. The algorithms used divide common tools (cf.  § 2), but their complexity, their default risk and
their cost calculation are amplified considerably by this change of dimension. 

In the functionality of modal calculation of  Code_Aster, one adds this test of counting of eigenvalues to the
checks on the modal residues6

GEP 
∥A−Bu∥

∥Au∥
SEUIL

QEP 
∥A B

2Cu∥
∥Au∥

SEUIL
 (1.3) 

The enumeration of the eigenvalues is also essential to four other features of the modal operators:
• Operator  INFORMATION_MODE: This operator provides a preliminary estimate amongst eigenvalues

contained in a frequential band given in order to measure a future calculation of dynamics.
• Operator  CALC_MODES + OPTION=' BANDE': Same problems but  this  time to parameterize the

principal modal solveurs. One must indeed fix a maximum number of frequencies to them to calculate,
whereas the user can provide only the frequential band which interests it. From this band, one must
thus consider the number necessary.

• Operator CALC_MODES + OPTION=' BANDE' with cutting in several sub-bands7: When one seeks
to calculate a consequent part  of the spectrum ( 40  eigenvalues),  it  is much more effective and
reliable to break up its total calculation into several independent subcalculations. This decomposition is
based on a partition of the zone of research. To organize this partition, one bases oneself in particular
on this procedure of counting.

• Operator CALC_MODES + OPTION=' PROCHE' or ‘ADJUSTS’ or ‘SEPARATE’ : It is an operator
who is used to calculate only some modes of the spectrum and of which initial heuristics8 (activated with
‘SEPARATE’ OPTION=' AJUSTE'/) is based on a criterion of counting.

     

3 If the modal problem is in the perimeter of the current method (standard GEP) and if the user intentionally did
not disconnect it (VERI_MODE/STURM=' OUI').

4 Cost (in time and memory) of two factorizations LDLT  successive.
5  For example the value of the shift: the value FREQ data by the user with the option ‘CENTER’, if not value 0

for the other options.
6 Upstream, also the checks and the criteria of stops specific are added to the modal solveurs. The latter are

generally carried out on a modified modal problem (known as of work); From where the requirement at exit
for these “generic toolboxes”, after handing-over at the level of the solutions and some filterings and sorting,
of total post-checkings within the initial functional framework.

7 The parallelization of this operator requires, ideally, that these partitions are balanced of many eigenvalues.
8 Who takes part in the algorithm of the powers opposite.
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1.3  Perimeter of use
 
In practice,  these five needs for enumeration are met by the method of Sturm within the framework of
GEPs standards . When one passes to from atypical GEPs or to QEPs, this functionality is not any more
available. This restriction of the perimeter of use is protected by dedicated alarms and it is mentioned in the
user's documentations. 

Only the operator INFO_MODE [U4.52.01] profit recently [Boi11] DE this extension of the perimeter to the
complex plan (via METHODE=' APM'). After having model and tested several families of method of counting
(cf.  §3.4/3.5),  only  “method APM alternative LDLT” seems sufficiently  mature (cf.  §3.3),  in  spite  of  its  cost
calculation, for to be industrialized. With the liking of the needs, of many functional improvements could be
to him brought besides:

• Various optimized contours (half-circle, quadrant…),
• Contour user,
• Method of follow-up of contour to make reliable/optimize discretization [KP11],
• Optimization of calculations of determinant [KP12],
• Profit in performance by mutualisation of calculations of argument in the heuristics of counting,
• Parallel distribution of these independent calculations [NK12],
• Near the eigenvalues, process of recalculation of the determinant similar to that of the test of Sturm (cf

parameters PREC_SHIFT and NMAX_ITER_SHIFT)….

1.4  Synopsis

One recapitulates below among the existing methods of counting, those which were only evaluated and those
which are indeed available in Code_Aster.

Family of method Standard Sturm APM
(‘Argument

Principle-based
Method’)

Formula of
Squaring

Modified Sturm
(‘Modified Sturm

Method Sequence’)

Perimeter of use Real axis (real
symmetrical GEP)

Plan complexes (unspecified GEP and QEP)

Strategy explored by
the teams

Without object

INRIA-Rennes
(APM+LDLT),

HYUNDAI
(APM+LDLT/
Rombouts).

INRIA-Rennes. HYUNDAI.

Strategy maquettée
and tested in
Code_Aster

Yes
Yes (two

alternatives) Not Yes

Strategy retained in
a functionality of

Code_Aster 

INFO_MODE, 
CALC_MODES  with
option ‘BANDAGES’,
CALC_MODES + post-

checking,
CALC_MODES with option
‘BAND’ cut out in sub-

bands,
CALC_MODES with

option ‘ADJUSTS’ or
‘SEPARATE’

APM+LDLT in
INFO_MODE.

Not

Parameter setting §4.1
SEUIL_FREQ,
PREC_SHIFT,

NMAX_ITER_SHIFT.

§4.1
NBPOINT_CONTOUR,

NMAX_ITER_CONTOUR.

Not

Paragraphs
concerned

§2.2 §2.1/2.3/3.3/4 §3.4 §2.4/2.5/2.6/3.5

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part
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Family of method Standard Sturm APM
(‘Argument

Principle-based
Method’)

Formula of
Squaring

Modified Sturm
(‘Modified Sturm

Method Sequence’)

Advantages Relatively
inexpensive (two

factorizations LDLT).

Pas de restriction of
the perimeter of use

(GEP/QEP qcq);
Flexibility in use

(optimized contour
or user…);

Evolutionarity
(several

alternatives…);
Peak report identical
to that of the method
of standard Sturm.

Pas de restriction of
the perimeter of use

(GEP/QEP qcq);
Intrinsic control

with the method of
the level of

discretization;
Peak report identical
to that of the method
of standard Sturm.

Weak costs
calculation (not of

calculation of
determinant.

Disadvantages Perimeter reduced to
the real axis (real

symmetrical GEP).
To adapt to take into
account specificities

of the matrices
Aster: dualisation
and variables of

Lagrange.

Control of the
discretization;

Reliable evaluation
of Arg P  ;

Procedure of
counting amongst

turns;
Costs in time
calculation9

( 100 N 


 );

Method more
adapted to a control

a posteriori.

Taking into account
of an unspecified

contour;
Reliable evaluation
of P /P '  ;

Costs in time
calculation

( 100 N 


 ).

Limited to the SEP;
Limited to the disc

centered in the
beginning;

Very unstable
handling of the

polynomial
coefficients;

Very important costs
report

(in  N 2
 ).

Table 1.1 Summary of the procedure of enumeration.

Before approaching the digital tracks tested even industrialized in the code as their parameter setting/tallies of
use, it is necessary to review some digital and mathematical ingredients.

9  With N  size of the problem,   its bandwidth and /  two entireties 2 .
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2  Pre-necessary mathematics and digital

2.1  Ingredient n°1: The characteristic polynomial

Modal  problems  GEP and QEP (1.1)  can  be  reformulated  in  the  form  of  a  search  for  roots  of  particular
polynomials, called characteristic polynomials

To find   such as: 

PGEP:=dét A− B :=a0a1...an
n
=0 GEP 

PQEP:=dét A B
2C:=a0a1...a2n

2n
=0 QEP 

 (2.1.1) 

with n  size of the matrices considered. These polynomials are characteristic of the modal problems concerned.
They contain via their coefficients of important information: eigenvalues, determinants and traces of the matrices
considered.

The zeros of these characteristic polynomials are the required eigenvalues. Its roots are distinct or not, they can
be real (GEPs standards) or complexes (in the atypical case as of QEPs and of GEPs). Contrary to GEPs,
QEPs comprise more roots than the size of the problem 2n   and those can be infinite.

In general one does not make use of this polynomial formulation to calculate the clean modes  problems
(1.1). In addition to the calculation of the polynomial coefficients (cf. §2.4), the acute difficulty of their handling
arises. This one is often expensive and very unstable10 (cf. §2.6). One him prefer the matric representation in
the form of a factorization LDLT , thus calculation is more stable:

PGEP:=detA−B= det LDLT =∏
j=1

n

Djj GEP

PQEP:=detAB
2C= det LDLT =∏

j=1

n

Djj QEP

 (2.1.2a) 

While considering, to simplify and as it is often the case in Code_Aster, that the matrices are symmetrical. One
notes    (being worth  entirety  ±1 )  the signature of  the matrix  of  permutation  P  ensuring the required
decomposition

P A−B:=LDLT GEP 
P AB

2C:=LDLT
QEP 

(2.1.2b)

When one passes in nonsymmetrical, that does not change anything with the process. One speaks then about
decomposition LU  and the handled diagonal terms will be those of U  rather than those of D .

Thus, after having factorized in form LDLT , matrices of work  A−B  (for GEPs) or  A B
2C  (for

QEPs), the calculation of the determinant11 a product becomes right of n  diagonal terms of D .

Note:
• In  Code_Aster,  the  terminology  selected  often indicates  these  matrices  of  work  under  the  term of

“dynamic matrices”.
• In the formulas above, the signature   matrix of permutation intervenes. This entirety corresponds to the

number of elementary permutations12 constituting this permutation. It is equal to 1 if this number is even,

10  Overflows and rounding errors  due to  handling of  a  large  number of  terms of  very different  orders  of
magnitude (cf  paragraphs on the method of Rombouts).  The characteristic polynomial  is known to be a
polynomial very difficult to apprehend. And if this method brings a profit compared to an approach of simple
calculation of determinant, it remains unstable and very expensive on much of problems, even of small.

11  Since the matrix L  is triangular lower than diagonal unit and than D  is a diagonal matrix.

12 Elementary permutation: permutation  P ij  interchanging only two lines  i  and  j  matrix (sometimes also

called transposition Tij ).
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part
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equalizes to -1 if not. In practice, it explicitly is not calculated, it is armature in the preprocessings 13 of the
direct solvor.

• As soon  as  one  of  the  matrices  comprises  complex  terms  (for  example  in  the  presence  of  damping
hysteretic) or as soon as one seeks to calculate  P  with one    complex, - that will be our case in
certain methods of enumeration -, the determinant is a product of complex numbers, therefore potentially a
complex number. In the methods of enumeration which will follow, one will not be interested in fact that by
his argument. 

On the other hand, even within this matric framework usually used in the codes, the digital evaluation of the
determinant can prove to be problematic. This function of    can undergo strong variations according to
whether one is more or less close to an eigenvalue. In addition, since it is necessary to make a product of n
very different terms of order of magnitude, poses problems of absorption and elimination, capacity overshooting.
Therefore, to try to limit these problems, often one directly does not calculate the determinant like a product of
diagonal elements

P =∏
j=1

n

Djj  (2.1.3) 

but rather its standardized version

P 
∣P ∣

=∏
j=1

n Djj

∣Djj∣
 (2.1.4) 

with, in an auxiliary vector, the modules of standardisation ∣Djj∣ j=1

n
 allowing to reconstitute it if necessary. This

determinant is then known only in an implicit way. Required information being often a change of sign 14 or a
strong evolution of its value (increase or reduction), this compartmental knowledge is not inevitably prejudicial.
For example, within the framework of our procedures of counting, we are interested only by the argument 
determinant

P =∏
j=1

n

 j e
i j :=e i  (2.1.5) 

As the fact of standardizing a product of complexes does not change the argument of the result 15, one can
calculate without too much digital risk this argument   while referring only to the standardized version (2.1.4).

Note:
• From a point  of  view software,  we took a  care particular  to these estimates of  determinants and the

evaluation of their arguments. It is indeed the principal ingredient much methods studied here and they are
very  sensitive  to  its  quality. The  least  false  information  makes them diverge.  Thus we have  to  try  to
meticulously manage the extreme cases (quasi-worthless terms, argument close to terminals 0 and   ,
evaluation via the routine ATAN2 …). 

• In Code_Aster, there exists already a routine of calculation of determinant ( MTDETE ). It is dedicated to the
real determinant and it manages the problems of overflow/underflow by dissociating the mantissa part of
the part exposing of the produced determinant. Following the adoption of the above mentioned trick, we did
not have need to use it. In addition our need (simply the argument of the determinant) is too distant from its
specifications (the “exact” calculation of the determinant). 

• Other authors, E.Kamgnia and B.Philippe [KP11], recently proposed to handle the determinant via a triplet
comprising a strictly positive reality, a complex of module unit and a positive entirety  ,K ,n  checking: 

13 Stage of renumerotation (MONGREL, AMD…) even permutation line/column with MUMPS.
14  One could perhaps make use of this kind of criterion for the studies of buckling of  Code_Aster. The new

functionality of MUMPS of calculation of determinant of the last version (v4.10) could thus prove very useful
in parallel.

15  I.e., to take again a geometrical formalism, the orientation of the vector image V  in the plan complexes
associated with the affix Z :=P   is identical to that of V /∥V∥  of affix z :=P /∣P ∣ .

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part
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P =K n

:=∏
j=1

n D jj

∣D jj∣

K :=∏
j=1

n

Djj
1 /n

    (2.1.6)

• This process could be tested in easy Code_Aster because it the management of the problems of capacity
overshooting.

2.2  Ingredient n°2: The theorem of the series Sturm
 
When it spectrum of one (GEP) is only contained on the real axis (matrices A  and B  symmetrical real),
one has had for about forty years an effective method, called “method of the series Sturm” ([Boi10c]  §3,
[Hau80]).

This method is due to the Swiss mathematician Charles Sturm (1829). Its objective is to calculate the number of
roots distinct from a polynomial P x   with real coefficients in an interval [a ,b]  real axis (with a  and b  who
are not roots of this polynomial). She proposes a process to build two finished continuations of polynomials

Pnx n=1
k  and Qn xn=1

k , associated with the initial polynomial via the following process

P0=P
P1=P '
P0=P1Q1−P2

P1=P2Q2−P3

...

 (2.2.1) 

This  constructive  process,  once  initialized,  follows  a  diagram of  standard  “the  algorithm of  Euclide”.  One
continues this process to a noted row k , then one considers the sequences finished following:

P0a ,P1a  ,... , Pk−1a ,P k a
P0b  ,P1b  ,... , Pk−1b ,P k b

 (2.2.2) 

That is to say  a  (respectively  b ) the number of changes of sign of these sequences, the required
number of roots is then equal away from these two figures

card
]a ,b [

{x /P x=0}=b−a  (2.2.3) 

  

 

Figure 2.1 Test of Sturm de Code_Aster: principle of the series Sturm applied to the standard GEP.
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By applying this result to a particular polynomial, the polynomial characteristic of a standard GEP (cf figure 2.1),
one finds a result completely interesting and “noncommonplace”: factorization LDLT  matrix of work A−B
“mimes” makes of them this constructive process of the type “Sturm-Euclide” and it is enough to count the
strictly negative coefficients of the matrix D  to obtain the number of eigenvalues strictly lower than  .
It is what is called the position modal of    (noted  pm   in documentation  Aster). Maybe, by redefining
within this modal framework the changes of preceding sign

=card {Dii0/A−B=LDLT}        (2.2.4) 

one thus has
pm= 

N GEP
] a , b [

= b− a
 (2.2.5) 

This test of Sturm was extended to the more general forms of GEPs standards met in Code_Aster (cf.  §3.2).
And this, in order to take account of Lagranges and the dualized shapes of the associated matrices.

When the eigenvalues belong to the plan complexes this test is not more sufficient. It is then necessary to resort
to the integral formula of Cauchy.

2.3  Ingredient n°3: The integral formula of Cauchy

For approaching this concept,  it  is necessary to define the zone of the complex plan in which one will  be
interested. This zone will be chosen by the user in the form of a simple geometrical form (disc, square…). It will
be determined, either explicitly, in preprocessing for an estimate preliminary to a modal calculation, or implicitly,
in postprocessing of checking of a modal calculation.  A priori, this form can be more complicated (half-disc,
meeting of simple forms, contour user…) even built in real time (method of follow-up of contour cf [BP99]). To
simplify the talk, one will limit oneself sometimes and without loss of general information, with the simplest case
(and actually coded in Code_Aster) disc of ray Rc  centered in c .

The essential point is of to handle this zone of the complex plan via its border  . This one must be one
curve of Jordan. I.e., that it must be paramétrisable by a function  :=[ ,]C ,T  z t   and it should
comprise only one multiple point at the boundaries of the interval: z =z   .
There are now all the ingredients to approach the object of this paragraph, the integral formula of Cauchy (cf
portrait  opposite).  One  considers  thus,  on  the  one  hand  an  analytical  function  (or  holomorphic)
f :CC ,z f  z  , and in addition a curve of Jordan  . One adds the additional condition that f  do not

cancel yourself on this curve. Then there is the corollary16 according to “remainder theorem”. This corollary is
sometimes called “Formula of Cauchy”:

1
2 i

∫


f '  z 
f  z

dz=  nap of the multiplicities of the roots of f (2.3.1) 

By applying this corollary to the characteristic polynomials (4.1.1), for very curve of Jordan not passing by the

spectrum of the modal problems considered     CBABA ,,, QEPGEPC  ou , one has
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GEP
GEP

GEP

Ndz
zP

zP

i

Ndz
zP

zP

i
'

'

2

1

2

1




 (2.3.2) 

with  N GEP


 (respectively  N QEP


)  the  number17 eigenvalues  of  the  GEP (respectively  of  the  QEP)  strictly

included inside contour  . Henceforth, to simplify the notations, one will note in an undifferentiated way P  z 
the polynomial characteristic of a GEP or a QEP.

16  By applying it this last to the function f ’ / f .
17  Algebraic multiplicities understood. I.e., if a nondefective eigenvalue has a multiplicity of order k , it counts

for k  in this figure.
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By replacing, in these last results, the curve of Jordan by his parameterization  z t   and while utilizing the

concept of logarithm complexes (applied to the function     tzPt t   : ), it appears the result: 

N 
=

1
2 i

∫


P '  z 
P  z 

dz=


2
 (2.3.3) 

with    variation of the argument of P  while following contour  .

Pieces of evidence
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however contour is of Jordan thus

 ⇒N 
=

1
2i

∫


P '  z 
P  z 

dz=
1

2 i
[ i 2 k]=k  

I.e., when z  traverses contour   , its image P  z   followed a closed curve which surrounds N   time the
origin of the complex plan. Thus it “is enough” to count this number of revolutions to know the number of
required eigenvalues.
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Figure 2.2 Principle of the methods of the type ‘Principal Argument’ (extracted from [JKL01]). Here a
disc of control of border  . It includes two eigenvalues strictly. It is checked well that P    followed

a closed curve also carrying out two turns (in the same direction) around the origin. 

 

Figure 2.3 Operation of the methods of the type ‘Principal Argument’ (extracted from [JHKL03]) peeled
on a model problem. It comprises only one simple eigenvalue z  and a contour   of type rings. In the

case (A), contour surrounds this eigenvalue, in the case (b), it is external for him. 

Theoretically, the idea is tempting. Except some typical cases for which one explicitly knows the characteristic
polynomial  and for  which  one can integrate  it  analytically, in  the case general,  it  is  necessary to proceed

numerically. One starts by discretizing    in  k  points known as “of observation”:   j j=1
k . In each one of

these points, one estimates  j  the argument of the complex P  j= j e
i j  and summons it variations of the

arguments will provide us the required entirety:

N =
∑
j=1

k

 j1− j

2

(2.3.4)

Let us illustrate this result on the model problem of figure 4.3. One can write in each point of observation  j :

P  j=constante⋅ j−z =r j e
i j .

Graphically, the algebraic office plurality of the variations of arguments gives us on the figure (A)

∑
j

 j1− j=2 ,

whereas it is cancelled on the figure (b)

∑
j

 j1− j=0 .

Well they are thus found N a
S
=1  and N b

S
=0  predicted by the corollary of Cauchy.

Thus only the arguments of the complex numbers are useful here, since one only seeks to estimate a number of
revolutions. From where denomination “Method of the Principal Argument” (APM for ‘Argument Principle-
based counting Method’), often retained for the calculation algorithms based on this formula.

Note:
• The number of  revolutions is  counted in an algebraic  way, it  is  necessary not  to forget  to  cut  off  the

retrograde turns.
• In practice, an eigenvalue can be located very close to the border: z≈ j . In this case, it should count for a

portion  corresponding  to  the  angular  ratio  
mes  j−1 j , j j1

2
.  For  example,  if  three  points  of

discretization  j−1 ,  j  and  j1  follow themselves on a line and if the eigenvalue z≈ j  is simple, one
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will enter only one half-turn. Thus in any rigour the required entirety can be a reality. This case was not
taken into account in the establishment in  Code_Aster.

• Two other recurring problems: the rigorous estimate of at least the argument of  P  j , as well as an

algorithm of follow-up of rigorous contour (enters   and P   ) to be sure not to miss the discretization
by a turn. Brief replies on these points are presented in the paragraphs according to.
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2.4  Ingredient  n°4:  Method  of  calculating  of  the  characteristic
polynomial

The evaluation of the characteristic polynomial is an essential ingredient of the algorithms of counting .
With this intention, it was seen that one could have recourse to a factorization LDLT . Unfortunately, this one is
very expensive in time18 and in memory. To optimize these costs, one can thus seek to once calculate for all, at
the beginning of process, the decomposition of the polynomial

PGEP :=detA−B :=a0a1a2
2
...an

n
GEP 

PQEP :=detAB
2C :=a0a1a2

2
...a2n

2n
QEP 

 (2.4.1) 

Once known the finished continuation of the complex numbers aii , the evaluation of the polynomial
in a point of discretization of contour has nothing any more but one complexity in time and space about
n . 

Note:
• This scenario is theoretically tempting. Unfortunately, in practice, even on model problems of very smalls,

one  will  see that  the evaluation  of  this  kind of  polynomial  is  often even  problematic  source of  errors
(overflow).  And this in spite of the recourse to adapted algorithms of type Horner and/or via particular
computer tools (cf. §2.6, multiple precise details, compensated algorithms….).  

The first algorithm making it possible to evaluate the students' rag processions of the polynomial characteristic
of a SEP is due to the French astronomer Leverrier (1840). It was formalized in matric notation by the Russian
mathematician Faddeev (1949), from where denomination of algorithm of “Faddeev-Leverrier” often retained
for this method. In a word, on the basis of a square matrix M  of size n

Mu=u SEP   (2.4.2) 

she proposes to build a matric recurrence M ii  in the form 

M0=M
...

Mk=M0Mk−1−
1
k
tr Mk−1 I n

 (2.4.3) 

The characteristic polynomial can then be written in the form

P M :=det M− In=1
an

⋅
n
−∑

k=1

n
1
k
tr Mk 
an−k


n−k

 (2.4.4) 

from where coefficients aii  searched.

This case applies to our GEPs while posing, if B  is invertible, M :=B−1A .
However  this  method  can  prove  to  be  unstable  and  very  expensive.  Since  about  thirty  years  several
alternatives (Wang & Chen 1982 were proposed; Ormand, Dean et al. 1994), but the most succeeded seems
to be that of S.Rombouts & K.Heyde[RH97].

It consists in, first of all, transforming the initial matrix M  in a higher form of Hessenberg19 : M . As it is about
a similar transformation, the two matrices preserve the same spectrum. Then one is interested in the matrix
M In . The idea of the method is then to reverse the representations “polynomial/matrix” and to regard this

polynomial  of  matrices as  a  matrix  of  polynomials  in   .  One then obtains a  constructive  process  of  the

coefficients of this polynomial by factorizing it “formally” in form LDLT  (with a factorization of polynomials and
either of complex numbers). In short, that led to the following algorithm:

18  In N3/3 for the full matrices, in nlargueur de bande  for the hollow matrices (with  ,  real inferiors or
equal to 2).

19  Higher triangular matrix with Juste, in the lower part, the first under-diagonal.
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• To reduce the matrix M  in the form of Hessenberg higher ⇒ M ,

• To initialize to zero a new full matrix B  of size 2n  ⇒ B=02n ,

• To calculate the terms of B  from those of M  via the following process ⇒ B  , 

       

Enddo

Enddo

2 Do

Enddo

Enddo

,1,-12 Do

 Do

,1,-12 Do

1,,,
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,,11,,,1

,1
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• One returns to the coefficients of the polynomial via the first column of B  ⇒   iia  . 

           1,2
21 in

in
ia 


 B  

Algorithm 1. Method of Rombouts-Heyde of calculation of the coefficients of the polynomial
characteristic of the square matrix M .

Note:
• In more the digital problems that the handling of terms of very different orders of magnitude implies, this

method  presents  a  major  drawback:  the  transformation  of  Hessenberg  (often  dense)  of  M  and the

allowance of a matrix full dimensioned with twice the size with the problem. This memory complexity in n2

attach,  for  the moment,  the use possible of  this  method to the problems of  small  ( 104  degrees of
freedom) 20 . However if need be, this disadvantage can undoubtedly be partially raised by redistributing
construction of the terms differently of B  and by building a factorization of Hessenberg ‘sparse’. 

20  There is already this kind of limitation with method QZ established in CALC_MODES.
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2.5  Ingredient  n°5:  Method  of  enumeration  of  the  roots  of  a  real
polynomial

Once one knows the coefficients of a polynomial, there exist many ways to determine the number of
zeros  of  it:  tiresome  method  of  Bezout  (1762),  that  used  by  pH.  Saux-Picart  (1993)  based  on  the
transformations of Schur-Cohn, that of Gantmacher (1959) which uses a criterion of Routh-Hurwitz21…

One the most succeeded of seems to be the method of Gleyse & Moflih[GM99] (INSA Rouen, 1998). It is
also based on the matrix of Schur-Cohn T  real polynomial considered

 

(2.5.1)

By calculating the minors d ii  of this matrix a little “exotic”, known as of Schur-Cohn,

d i :=det T i  with Ti :=T1: i ,1: i   (2.5.2) 
the theorem of Gleyse & Moflih we strictly ensures knowledge amongst roots of the polynomial inside the disc

unit centered at the origin  1,0D
PN .

While noting  V [1,d 1,d2, ... , d n]  the number of changes of sign of the finished sequence of  real  numbers

1,d1, d2, ... , d n , this number of roots results indeed from the formula

 
  

21  This criterion is used for the stability of system dynamic: a polynomial is known as of Hurwitz (German
mathematician) if all its roots are with strictly negative real part.
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N P
D 0,1 =n−V [1,d 1,d 2,... , d n]  (2.5.3) 

Figure 2.4. Formula of Gleyse-Moflih giving the number of roots of a real polynomial inside the circle
unit centered at the origin.

By now applying this result to the typical case of the characteristic polynomial standard modal problem
(SEP)

Mu=u  
J.JO et  al.[JHKL03] published a  criterion even  simpler  to  implement.  On  the  basis  of  the  polynomial
characteristic of the SEP, one can build its  matrix of Schur-Cohn according to the formula (2.5.1). Then one
factorizes it in the form LDLT  and one counts the number of terms strictly (22) positive of D . One notes for

example M  this number of positive terms 

M=card {Dii0 /T=LDLT ,T=SC M }        (2.5.4) 

Then, it many required roots is equal to this figure

 N SEP
D 0,1 

= M (2.5.5) 

From where, to summarize, following unfolding:

• Construction of the matrix of Schur-Cohn associated with the following polynomial (2.5.1) ⇒ T ,

• Factorization LDLT  of this matrix T⇒D ,

• Counting amongst strictly positive terms of D  according to (2.5.5) ⇒  1,0D
SEPN  . 

Algorithm 2 Method of Gleyse-Moflih of calculation amongst roots of a polynomial real belonging
strictly to the disc of ray unit and centered in the beginning.

Note:
• This result is at the same time very reassuring, because it is similar to the criterion of Sturm exhumed in the

standard generalized case (cf.  §2.2) and very diverting, because the theoretical developments of the two
demonstrations do not have anything to see!

• Except the fact  that  this criterion requires the exact  knowledge of  the coefficients of  the characteristic
polynomial  (given  for  example  by  the  method  of  Rombouts  seen  previously),  he  suffers  from several
limitations:  he  relates  to  only  the  discs  centered  in  the  beginning  and  of  ray  unit,  he  requires  a
transformation of the initial modal problem into a standard problem and, finally, he requires the construction
of a matrix of Schur-Cohn dense and dimensioned in keeping with problem.

• The restriction on the circle unit can be easily raised as it thereafter will be seen. When one is interested in
a  circle  D 0,R ,  it  is  enough  to  carry  out  a  change  of  variable  in  the  development  polynomial.
Unfortunately, the ray R  must remain very reasonable ( R10  for example) under penalty of exploding “”
values of the greatest polynomial coefficients.

• It should be made sure, as of the beginning, that the polynomial coefficients of the SEP remain real. That
can restrict the class of use of this method (in particular with a hysteretic GEP with damping). 

 

2.6 Ingredient n°6: Reliable polynomial evaluation

To develop reliable digital algorithms for the polynomial evaluation remains a challenge. Especially when
one seeks a strategy with a cost moderate calculation.

PGEP≠a0a1a2
2...an

n GEP 

PQEP≠a0a1a2
2...a2n

2n QEP 
 (2.6.1) 

22  It cannot be null if not the matrix is not factorisable because singular.
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A classical answer for stage this problem is to increase the precision of calculations23. Various solutions
exist:

• To pass calculations and the variables concerned in quadruple precision. Unfortunately this solution is
not always enough and it is not portable.

• To use one the arithmetic bookstore emulating exact one on the whole of the entireties and/or the
rational ones. For example bookstore GMP [GMP]. They is very expensive in time and supposes an
additional software dependence.

• To use arithmetic multiprecision via an external library: MP of P.Brent (1978), ARPREC of H.Bailey
(2005) and especially that proposed by the INRIA, MPFR (2000) [MPFR].

 
• To resort to the arithmetic expansions fixed ones such as thedouble ones and thedouble ones which

simulates, respectively, a precision twice or four times higher than the double. With this intention, they
all in all  redefine the arithmetic floating one (not evaluated) of two or four floating. Several libraries
propose this kind of approach: for example, When of H.Bailey [When] or XBLAS of W.Demmel [XB] (for
‘eXtended and mixed precision BLAS’).

• To rewrite the “critical” portions of algorithms so as to compensate for (until a certain threshold) the
rounding errors. Indeed, using algorithms known under the term of “Exact transformations” (or ‘Error-
Free Transformation‘), it is possible to calculate L’ error rounding generated by each floating operation.
These  “compensated  algorithms”  thus  have  as  a  principle  of  associating,  with  each  elementary
calculation carried out (nap, produced…), a fine estimate of the error rounding associated. The objective
being to use these last to correct (“to compensate”) the final result.

 
 

 

AveC Split, a algorithme of auxiliary cutting of a floating number in two parts (Dekker 1971)

Algorithm 3 Operators of compensated nap and product.

It is this last strategy which seems to gain ground these last years (possibly coupled to a tool which makes it
possible to analyze the code and to detect the sensitive areas, cf tools PRECISE or CADNA). It is indeed self-
supporting and the recourse to an external bookstore does not require. It can prove too more powerful
with fixed precision. At the cost of the enrichment of the sources of the studied code of some dedicated routines,
this technique proposes to manage the errors rounding as finely and more quickly as the above mentioned
external products.

23   Compared to double precision as defined by standard IEEE-754.
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Many compensated algorithms exist of long time in the literature: Kahan 1965, Pichat 1972, Priest 1992, Ogita
et  al.  2005,  Caw/Langlois/Louvet  et  al.  2003.  For  more  information  the  reader  will  be  able  to  consult  for
example, the following documents [GLL09] or [ROO08].

The principle thus consists in substituting, only in critical zones the “from the propagation point of view
of rounding errors”, with the operators of addition and multiplication classics, of the calls of the type: 
In these new elementary routines, which often carry standardized names24, one thus handles at the same time
two floating numbers: the classical result sullied with errors rounding (noted here  x ) and its compensation
(noted here y ).
Thus, gradually, one manages to overload the classical algorithm of Ruffini-Horner25 of evaluation of polynomial

 

Algorithm 4 Algorithm of standard Ruffini-Horner to evaluate a polynomial.

Thus the authorS provide (as individuals French researchers of the team “LIP6/INRIA/Université of Perpignan”)
a whole family of routines making it possible, gradually, to go up to Horner:  EFTHorner, CompHorner… The
result of the évaluatione “compensated” is written then

P ≃Horner P ,CompHorner P ,  (2.6.2) 

Its precision is  the double of the usual precision (if  the point  of  evaluation    is  far from the roots of  the
polynomial) for a weak overcost26 (especially in our applications of enumeration of eigenvalues where this stage
of evaluation is marginal).

To improve this strategy, it is possible to practise in a recursive way on K  levels (in order to increase the
precision of as much). It is the algorithm CompHornerK [LL08].

Another evolution, which is crucial for our application, is the adaptation of these techniques to the complex
polynomials. Recent publications evoke the subject (for example [GM11]) but do not integrate recent work on
the floating ones. This technique is enriched by new functions TwoSumCplx and TwoProdCplx who are based
of course on their real equivalents to treat, separately, the real part, the imaginary part and their product. Even if
their unfolding is (much) harder, they lead they-also to one  CompHornerCplx twice more precise than the
standard version (algorithm n°4). Its recursive version was however not developed yet, which limits a little its
applicability.

We tested  on  model  problems  these  various  approaches.  Our  results  were  often  good  but  never
sufficient  to  make  function  our  calculations  of  using  enumeration  correctly  polynomial  approach
(APM+Rombouts and “wide Sturm”). However, the example (cf figure 2.5) extracted below from a publication of
the French team, illustrates the need and the interest of the approach. It deals with canonical polynomial P 
,  of  very  low  size  and  whose  students'  rag  processions  are  of  low  amplitude  compared  to  that  of  the
characteristic polynomial. 
It is evaluated close to its roots (upwards:  [0.68,1 .15] ,  [0.74995,0 .75005]  and  [0.9935,1 .0065] ) by

using of course its polynomial development (real coefficients a i  precalculated).

P :=0.75−
5
1−

11
=a0a1...a16

16  

24  With the same type, for example, as calls BLAS or LAPACK, which they take as a starting point.
25  English mathematician of 19ième century. So known method under the name of Ruffini or Ruffini-Horner.
26  Overcost of a factor 11 in theory but only of one factor 2 or 3 in practice. This kind of method profits in fact

“free” of parallelism from instructions put in work automatically by the current compilers and of the hiding
places effects of the hierarchy memory.
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And pourtanT, the algorithm of Horner “suffers” enormously in the zones close to the roots (function Horner,
left-hand column). The polynomial appears not to be even derivable27 ! The algorithm of Horner compensated
for (function CompHorner, central column) improves the evaluation largely. But it is especially recursive version
(function  CompHornerK parameterized  here  with  K=3 , column  of  right-hand  side),  in  spite  of  its
unquestionable overcost, which provides a true resultlies robust (not of oscillation), therefore exploitable by an
external process.
 

Figure 2.5 Evaluation of the polynomial P :=0.75−
5
1−

11  in three vicinities of its roots

(intervals [0.68,1 .15] , [0.74995,0 .75005]  and [0.9935,1 .0065] ) with three methods: Horner,
compensated Horner and his recursive version on three levels (extracted from [GLL08]). 

Note:
• This kind of problems appear to us completely underestimated in our codes (except the recent initiatives

around  product  CADNA  cf  work  of  C.Denis/S.Montant 28 EDF  R  &  D  /LIP6).  Undoubtedly  certain
evaluations of polynomials could profit from this kind of methodology: for example, during the evaluation of
certain laws of behavior of Code_Aster. Certain software, such MUMPS, already became aware of this kind
of problems. 

Extremely  from all  these  mathematical  ingredients,  we  now  will  study  (and  implement)  various  strategies
allowing to carry out our objective: to count the number of eigenvalues of a GEP (standard or atypical) or of a
QEP belonging strictly, is with the real axis (cf. §3.2) with a closed field of the plan (cf complexes. §3.3/3.4/3.5).

27  The problem raised by is thus imagined the evaluation of the derivative (by finished differences) of this
polynomial to implement a method of enumeration per squaring (cf. §5.3).

28  Cf Symposium SMAI 2011 “Study of the digital quality of codes computer industrial”.
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3  Algorithms of enumeration: digital aspects and choice of
implementation

3.1  Bibliography

Concerning the real axis (GEPs standards), this functionality is available of long time in the code where it is
known under the name of test of Sturm (cf.  §2.2/3.2). It is used besides by all the commercial codes of field
(ANSYS, Nastran, the SAMCEF software, LSDYNA…).

On the other hand, concerning the enumeration in a fixed zone of the complex plan (GEPs atypical and QEPs),
except some total analytical results (theorem type of GerHSgorin [HSZ08] [Var04]), there exists little of papers
proposing of the adapted algorithmic processes. Moreover, these theoretical results provide an analytical
description29 closed curve including all the spectrum of the problem, whereas what one seeks here is the dual
approach: considering a given closed curve, one wishes to know the number of eigenvalues which it includes.

After a fast bibliographical study we finally retained only three tracks:

For the enumeration on the real axis: 
• method of standard Sturm[Hau80]. From a theoretical point of view, this method has not been any more

the object of work for about twenty years. It should nevertheless have been numerically adapted (cf
corollary 3) to the dualized matrices and Lagranges Aster.

For the enumeration in the complex plan: 
• Very pointed work resulting from the community French numerician which works on the prepacked

modal solveurs (algorithm of the Jacobi-Davidson type) and calculations of pseudo-spectrum for the
difficult modal problems. It is in particular work B.Philippe et al.[BP99] [KP11] (INRIA-Rennes).

• Heuristic more empirical and the closest  to the concerns of  the engineer, proposed by  researchers
working for the car manufacturer HYUNDAI[JKL01/03/08].

These two last teams do not seem besides to know each other and their bibliographical studies are rather short.
Concerning the enumeration in the complex plan, they underline both, the innovation and the difficulty of the
approach. In  particular  in  term  of  robustness  and  cost  calculation.  To our  knowledge,  no code  general
practitioner in mechanics of the structures do not propose this kind of functionality.

To summarize, one can gather the approaches suggested in four families. It is pointed out that only the two first
are indeed available in Code_Aster (cf. §4.1).

For the enumeration on the real axis: 
• method of standard Sturm (cf. §2.2/3.2).

For the enumeration in the complex plan: 
• Methods of the type “Principal argument” (‘Argument Principle-based Method’ or APM, cf. §3.3) who

base themselves on the integral formula of Cauchy steady to the characteristic polynomial (cf.  §2.3).
This formula makes it possible to calculate the number of eigenvalues while being based on counting
amongst turns, around the origin, of a discretized curve (thus known more or less finely). Its principal
ingredient  is  the estimate of  the polynomial  characteristic  in each point  of  discretization of  contour
P  j .
With this intention it  was seen previously that one has two alternatives: one based on factorization

LDLT  problem (cf.  §2.1, formula (2.1.5)) and the other on the decomposition of Rombouts of the
aforesaid polynomial (cf. §2.4 algorithm n°1).

• Methods of the type “Formulas of Squaring” (cf. §3.4) who seeks to estimate the integral of preceding
Cauchy, not including turns, but by approximating the integral directly.

• Methods plus general practitioners of the type “Search for Zeros of Polynomials” (“modified Sturm” or
‘Modified  Sturm  Method  Sequence’  cf.  §3.5)  who  first  of  all  seeks  to  find  the  coefficients  of  the

29 In the form of union of closed curves standard disc, ellipse…
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characteristic polynomial, in order to apply to him an algorithm of search for root. This method is the
combination of the algorithm of Rombouts-Heyde (cf.  §2.4 algorithm n°1), for the exhumation of the
coefficients and the method of Gleyse-Moflih (cf. §2.5 algorithm n°2), for the research of the roots.

The first family is available of long time in the code for all the uses proceeding on the real axis, i.e. implying only
GEPs symmetrical realities.
Concerning the other types of modal problems, inevitably requiring an enumeration in the complex plan, we
have model [Boi11] on canonical cases and CAS-tests Aster two alternatives of the type APM, as well as the
fourth method.  From this test campaign, it comes out that only  alternative APM+LDLT seems sufficiently
mature (in spite of its cost calculation) to be operational in Code_Aster30.

Note:
• Tsai and Chen (1993) proposed there is about fifteen years an extension of the method of Sturm but it is

very difficult to implement on of QEPs unspecified.
• Except  the  needs  for  the  spectral  analysis  of  certain  physical  phenomena  (mechanics  vibratory,

hydrodynamic,  electromagnetism…),  this  kind  of  technique  can  also  be  used  for  better  gauging  the
préconditionneurs used in certain iterative algorithms: linear solveurs, modal solveurs…

These various approaches are synthesized in the table below:

Family of method Standard Sturm APM
(‘Argument

Principle-based
Method’)

Formula of
Squaring

Modified Sturm
(‘Modified Sturm

Method Sequence’)

Perimeter of use Real axis (real
symmetrical GEP)

Plan complexes (unspecified GEP and QEP)

Strategy explored by
the teams

Without object

INRIA-Rennes
(APM+LDLT),

HYUNDAI
(APM+LDLT/
Rombouts).

INRIA-Rennes. HYUNDAI.

Strategy maquettée
and tested in
Code_Aster

Yes
Yes (two

alternatives) Not Yes

Strategy retained in
a functionality of

Code_Aster 

INFO_MODE, 
CALC_MODES with

option ‘BANDAGES’,
CALC_MODES + post-

checking,
CALC_MODES with option
‘BAND’ cut out in sub-

bands,
CALC_MODES with

option ‘ADJUSTS’ or
‘SEPARATE’

APM+LDLT in
INFO_MODE.

Not

Paragraphs
concerned

§2.2 §2.1/2.3/3.3/4 §3.4 §2.4/2.5/2.6/3.5

Advantages Relatively
inexpensive (two

factorizations LDLT).

Pas de restriction of
the perimeter of use

(GEP/QEP qcq);
Flexibility in use

(optimized contour
or user…);

Evolutionarity
(several

alternatives…);
Peak report identical
to that of the method
of standard Sturm.

Pas de restriction of
the perimeter of use

(GEP/QEP qcq);
Intrinsic control with
the method of the

level of
discretization;

Peak report identical
to that of method of

standard Sturm.

Weak costs
calculation (not of

calculation of
determinant
 100N  ).

30  One will limit oneself to the beginning with the operator INFO_MODE.
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Family of method Standard Sturm APM
(‘Argument

Principle-based
Method’)

Formula of
Squaring

Modified Sturm
(‘Modified Sturm

Method Sequence’)

Disadvantages Perimeter reduced to
the real axis (real

symmetrical GEP).
To adapt to take into
account specificities

of the matrices
Aster: dualisation
and variables of

Lagrange.

Control of the
discretization;

Reliable evaluation
of Arg P  ;

Procedure of
counting amongst

turns;
Costs in time
calculation31

( 100 N 


 );

Method more
adapted to a control

a posteriori.

Taking into account
of an unspecified

contour;
Reliable evaluation
of P /P '  ;

Costs in time
calculation

( 100N 


 ).

Limited to the SEP;
Limited to the disc

centered in the
beginning;

Very unstable
handling of the

polynomial
coefficients;

Very important costs
report

(in  N 2
 ).

Table 3.1 Summary of the procedure of enumeration.

We now will detail the operation of the four classes of methods and their links with the contingencies of modal
calculations Aster. When that proves to be necessary, one makes also the joint with the preexistent parameter
setting in the modal operators.

31  With N  size of the problem,    its bandwidth and /  two entireties 2 .
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3.2  Method of standard Sturm

In the case, more running, of GEPs standards (matrices  A  and  B  real and symmetrical), the eigenvalues
belong to the real axis. The problem of counting of eigenvalues is some largely simplified. One does not have
to treat régionnement complex plan and one can be based on the corollary of the law of inertia of following
Sylvester.

Corollary 1
Are A  and B  two symmetrical real matrices, B  being of more definite positive. The number of eigenvalues,
strictly lower than   ,  generalized problem  Au=Bu  is then equal to the number of  strictly negative

diagonal coefficients of the matrix D  such as P A−B=LDLT  (with P matrix of permutation).

Proof:
Cf paragraph n°1 of the article of Y. Haugazeau [Hau80].

Thereafter, one will  call  modal position of    and it will  be noted  pm  , this number of strictly negative
diagonal coefficients.

Note:
• This corollary extends to the square matrices.
• The possible multiple eigenvalues are taken into account their multiplicity.

This corollary thus makes it possible to easily determine the number of eigenvalues contained in an interval
[ ,]  and  the  modal  position  of  these  eigenvalues  in  the  spectrum.  It  is  enough  to  carry  out  two

decompositions LDLT , that of A−B  and that of A− B  and to enter the difference amongst strictly
negative terms between the two diagonal matrices. In the jargon of the code, one indicates32 this test under the
term of “Test of Sturm”.
It must however be wide with the quite particular shapes of the matrices met in Code_Aster, and in particular, it
is necessary to be able to take into account buckling with or without Lagrange. With this intention, one has
widened the criterion with a matrix B  unspecified and one has it  generalized by taking of account them
dualized matrices.

Let us recall that one usually defines signature of a matrix (and that of the associated quadratic form) like the
triplet  of natural entireties  r , s , t   where  r  indicate the number of eigenvalues  0 ,  s  the number of
worthless eigenvalues and t  those 0 . The latter entirety is thus what one notes in our case.

pm =t (3.2.1)

Property 2
Are  A  and B  two symmetrical real matrices (of order  n ) dependent on the generalized modal problem
S  : Au=Bu . Let us note  A  and B  , their matrices associated resulting from the double dualisation

with p  Lagranges allowing to check Cu=0 , with C  real matrix of size p× n .
Then, ∀∈ℝ , the signature of A− B  is written, while noting card [a ,b]  the number of eigenvalues

of the generalized problem included in the interval [a ,b] :
if B  is indefinite and A  is definite positive 

then card {0}=0  and

if 0 : {
r=card ]−∞ , [card [0,∞[

s= pcard {}

t= pm=card  ] ,0 ] p

(3.2.2)

32 Stricto sensu, the denomination “test of Sturm” is a little unsuitable. Here the algorithm of Sturm is only one
tool (generic) applied to a search for zeros particular.
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if =0 : {
r=card ]−∞ ,∞[

s= p
t= pm= p

(3.2.3)

if 0 :  {
r=card ]−∞ ,0[card [ ,∞[

s=card  { } p

t= pm=card [0, ,[ p

(3.2.4)

if B  is definite positive and if A  is semi-definite positive 

then card
]−∞ ,0 [=0 and

if =0 : {
r=card ]0,∞[

s= pcard {0}
t=pm = p

(3.2.4)

if 0 : {
card ] ,∞[
s=card { }p
t=pm  =card [ 0, ,[ p

(3.5-5)

Proof:
Cf Appendix n°1.

According to the table below gathering all the standard cases of GEPs of Code_Aster (cf [R5.01.01] §3.3),

Free structure Lagranges 33 Buckling Fluid-structure
A K  ≥0  and S 0  or 0 0  ≥0  and S

B  
(resp. M  or Kg )

0  ≥0  and S ≤0  ou ≥0  0  

Table 3.2. Properties of the matrices used in GEPs standards of the code (one notes 0  for definite
positive, ≥0 / ≤0  for semi-definite positive/negative and S  for singular).

it is noted that the property the 2 preceding one applies to all the couples of matrices handled by Code_Aster.
ON can thus build the following corollary.

Corollary 3 (theoretical wide Sturm)
In the matric configurations of Code_Aster, the number of clean modes of the generalized problem (S) whose
clean vector checks the linear limiting conditions and whose eigenvalue is contained in the interval ] , [ is:

If  ≥0 card ] , [=pm  −pm 

If not card ] , [=pm  pm −2 p
If no dualisation of Lagranges is required, one poses p=0 .

Proof:
It is immediate by combining the results of the table with those of property 2, and, by noticing that the modal
configurations generalized of Code_Aster can be only of two types:

• Buckling: A  is definite positive and B  is indefinite, the spectrum can be negative and the relations of

the type (1) are used. 
• Dynamics: A  is semi-definite positive and  B  is definite positive, the spectrum is positive and one

can use the relations of the type indifferently (1) or (2). 

33 This column of course relates to the properties of the matrices dualized made up starting from the initial
matrices.
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Of  course,  if  no  dualisation  of  Lagranges  is  required,  the  same  reasoning  applies  while  posing  p=0 ,
A=A , B=B , u=u .

To finish, the principle of inertia of Sylvester ensures us that the signature of factorization  A− B= L D LT

is identical to that of the shiftée matrix. In spite of this transformation, the modal positions thus remain many
perennial information.

However this corollary is tributary of  arithmetic exact,  in practice it  is  necessary to adapt it  and control  its
application. This test of Sturm is confronted, into arithmetic finished, with two concomitant problems:

• The factorization of the shiftée matrix when   is very close to an eigenvalue, 

• The calculation of the strictly negative terms of D  to evaluate the modal position pm   . 

The first point  requires,  as a preliminary, the determination of  a criterion of  membership of  the shift  to the
spectrum of  the problem. In  Code_Aster that  Ci  is  grosso-modo (cf  [U2.08.03]  §7.1) based on the loss of

decimals during the factorization of the dynamic matrix  A− B= L D LT
. More precisely,   is regarded as

being an eigenvalue, so during factorization one loses more NPREC34 decimals. It is then necessary to modify

the value of   by shifting it dichotomiquement certain percentage (parameterized by PREC_SHIFT) according
to the algorithm:

For i=1, NMAX_ITER_SHIFT
If loss of more than NPREC decimals then

If ∣∣SEUIL_FREQ  then
⇐±SEUIL_FREQ 35,

Exit,
If not

⇐±signmax SEUIL_FREQ ,2 i−1.PREC_SHIFT . ,
If not

Exit,
Fine buckles.

Algorithm 5. Procedure of shift of the shift during the construction of the dynamic matrix

and/or of the calculation of the criterion of Sturm.

This shift is potentially very expensive in time since it costs a matric factorization each time. This overcost can
thus be several tens of for hundred of total time of the operator. It is thus necessary to take care to limit this kind
of corrective shift. For example in:

• Not increasing the value by default of NMAX_ITER_SHIFT,
• Choosing another option of calculation in order to shift “functionally” this shift (cf [Boi10c] §3.7) so that it

does not coincide “numerically” with an eigenvalue of the problem,
• Even, to disconnect punctually, the test of Sturm of post-checking (VERI_MODE/STURM=' NON').

So at the end of NMAX_ITER_SHIFT attempts, the matrix is still not numerically invertible:
• Either one continues all the same calculation with the last value shiftée (after emission of one ALARM). It

is the case more the current where only the modal position is sought  pm   associated with the
dynamic matrix. One is then close taking the chance to handle a distorted modal position.

• Maybe in stops in ERREUR_FATALE, because besides the test of Sturm one also seeks to factorize the
dynamic matrix. And in this case, the factorized matrix “quasi-singular” is likely to largely disturb the
calculation of modal which will follow (it is used to build the operator of work of the modal solvor).

Framed below the watch the trace of algorithm 5 of shift in the file message.

34 Parameter of the keyword SOLVEUR[U4.50.01].
35 The sign depends on the option of calculation and the terminal (lower or higher).
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Example 1. Impressions in the file of message at the time of a procedure of shift of the shift

In  algorithm  5,  if ∣∣≤SEUIL_FREQ  then  one  imposes  =±SEUIL_FREQ .  (according  to  the  option  of
calculation and the terminal considered) This parameter SEUIL_FREQ  corresponds to a value threshold below
which one considers that one has a numerically worthless eigenvalue (in classical mechanics, that corresponds
to a mode of rigid body). This imposition =±SEUIL_FREQ  thus makes it possible to dissociate this kind of
modes  moreover  spectrum  and  to  avoid  digital  instabilities  during  the  test  of  Sturm.  Of  course,  if  this
thresholding takes place, it is not then any more question of shifting the shift. To move of some for hundred a
value considered as worthless would not have any more any direction!.

Note:
•  The keyword precedents are accessible starting from the keyword factor CALC_FREQ and VERI_MODE

modal operators.
•  Algorithm 5 is closely related to the criterion of singularity applied to the dynamic matrix. This criterion

depends on  the  parameter  of  singularity  (SOLVEUR/NPREC)  but  also  of  the  linear  type  of  solvor
(SOLVEUR/METHODE=' MULT_FRONT'  or ‘MUMPS') and of  the parameter  setting of this one (in
particular for  MULT_FRONT the parameter  RENUM and for  MUMPS,  RENUM,  PRE/POSTTRAITEMENTS
and  ELIM_LAGR2). Sometimes, a criterion of Sturm will thus shift several times the dynamic matrix
whereas by slackening the parameter a little  NPREC (via example of 8, the value by default, to 9) or
while  changing  linear  solvor,  one  could  have  avoided  this  expensive  and  alarming  corrective.
Unfortunately this type “of threshold effect” can be avoided with difficulty (without overcost prohibitory
calculation). It translates more one sensitivity of the process to the various digital criteria that a true
singularity of the problem.

•  Y.Haugazeau [Hau80] proposes to numerically  deal more generally with these problems of “small”
pivots by building a matrix, unitairement similar36 factorization would have less instability.

By taking into account these elements and knowing that, numerically, the calculation of the strictly negative
pivots of the diagonal matrix includes in fact also the elements (theoretically) worthless of the signature, one can
rewrite the preceding corollary. It is this criterion which is actually coded in Code_Aster.

Corollary 3bis (digital wide Sturm)
According to the assumptions of corollary 3, there is the digital criterion of accounting of the modes according
to:
If  ≥0 card [ , ]=pm  −pm 

if  0 card [ , ]=pm  pm −4 p

Proof (heuristic):
The  fact  is  applied  that  numerically  the  operator  of  factorization  provides  the  “digital  modal  position”
pm =st  with property 2 and corollary 3. In addition, the establishment of the criterion allows neither the

nullity of the product, nor the estimate of card {} .

36  I.e. similar, via a unit matrix of passage, with the shiftée matrix.
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3.3  Method of the type “Principal Argument”

By taking again the already quoted elements (cf. §2.3/3.1), one can schematize the operation of this method in
the following form:

• To choose the zone of the complex plan and its dimensions characteristics according to the type of
modal problem, the framework of use and the user's needs.

        ⇒ 
• To  choose  the  discretization  of  the  border  of  this  zone  (compromised  cost  calculation/needs
users/possibly preliminary spectral information)

        ⇒  k
jj 1

  

If one uses the APM+Rombouts alternative, determination of the coefficients of P  via the algorithm
n°1.
• In each point of discretization, to calculate P  j j=1

k  then to extract the argument from it.

⇒  j j=1
k .

With version APM+LDLT this calculation is carried out via a factorization LDLT  (cf. §2.1)

        ⇒ 
P  j

∣P  j∣
=∏

l=1

n Dll

∣Dll∣
With the APM+Rombouts alternative, one calculates these values via its decomposition in 
students' rag processions (+ algorithm of Horner standard or compensated for cf. §2.6)

        ⇒ P  j=a0 j a1a2 j...an j
• Counting amongst turns by an adapted algorithm (possibly coupled to a method of follow-up of border).
Addition of additional points of discretization if necessary.

        ⇒  =∑
j=1

k

 j1− j  

• Estimate amongst eigenvalues: by possibly taking account of the values combined and the portions of
numbers of revolutions.

        ⇒ N 
=


2

Algorithm 6 Principle of method APM.

We now will discuss certain stages by crossing the elements picked in the literature and our small experiment
on modal CAS-tests Aster.

3.3.1  Choice of the counter range
Methods of the type “Principal argument” thus leave the discretization of the border of the field

≈ j j=1, k  

The simplest case is that of the disc of ray  Rc  centered in  c  (cf appears 3.1ab). But to save resources
calculations  one  can  be  based  on  certain  properties  of  the  modal  problem  to  reduce  the  invoice  of  the
evaluations  of  P  j j=1, k .  Thus when one expects  combined  complex  eigenvalues   , ,  a  half-disc
centered  in  the  beginning (+  the  real  segment  of  right-hand side  corresponding,  cf  appears  3.1c)  can  be
enough. One can operate this strategy, for example, for hysteretic QEP without damping.
On the other hand with eigenvalues in couple  ,− , it is the “node-butterfly” of quadrants which are optimal
(+ the two segments reality and imaginary pure corresponding, cf appears 3.1d). 
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Figure 3.1abcd Various forms of field of control for method APM.

Many other optimized cases are possible, but in practice their implementation weakens the unit. Indeed,
they pose new problems among which:

• How to treat the purely real or imaginary eigenvalues pure who often accompany these cases?
How to properly exclude them from the evaluation without risk to miss a particular couple (for example
very near to the real axis) or to count them partially (cf notices on N   reality §2.3).

• It is necessary to pass obligatorily by singular points of the border (corners) not to be likely to miss a
drastic evolution by the characteristic polynomial.

• In QEPs of Code_Aster, one starts by sorting the eigenvalues calculated in three groups: purely real,
imaginary combined and imaginary odd. These sorting37, less simple than it appears to with it, take
account of many criteria (relative importance of the real and imaginary parts, criteria of threshold…). To
be  coherent  with  the  whole  of  the  modal  process  (and  thus  not  to  generate  false  alarms),  the
implementation of these optimized fields must take account of these sort criteria.

• An optimized field is inevitably centered on the real axis even at the origin. What excludes from the
start of the solutions sometimes more effective based on a disc centered in an unspecified complex.

Note:
• Various forms of field were maquettées at the time of this study. We finally retained for the industrialisation

only the generic shape of the disc. In the continuation of this building site one envisages to allow the taking
into  account  of  “contour  particular  user”  (provided  in  manner  discretized)  even  the  half-disc  or  other
optimized forms (by in particular working over again the procedures of post-modal sorting in Aster).

• In an estimate a priori it is of course necessary to fix the form of the field, on the other hand in a control
procedure a posteriori, one can take into account a field of an unspecified form surrounding with more close

37  In the routines wp*vect.
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the “cloud” of the identified eigenvalues. The team of MADE IRIDESCENT [BP99] worked on this kind of
approach. She even proposed a “method of continuation” which builds the border as the detection of the
clean modes (cf figure 3.2).
This method of the type “predictor-corrector” is inspired by the techniques of calculation of pseudospectre
of M.Brühl (1996). This philosophy of joint calculation of the clean modes and the ingredients necessary for
their final checking appears excellent and very optimal besides. It decreases them appreciably  overcosts
calculation 38 method of counting and these problems of robustness. This approach is limited however to
the features of post-checkings (1 of the 5 uses for Code_Aster cf. §1 ) and its clarification requires a large
investment in time. In addition, their approach is strongly intricate in a particular modal solvor (a method of
Jacobi-Davidson). An additional algorithmic work remains to be finalized to make this method independent
of  the modal solveurs (for Code_Aster, it  would be necessary to take into account at  least  IRAM and
Lanczos).

  

 

Figure 3.2 Method of continuation to build, “in real time”,  the “optimized” field (back testing).

In  the  literature,  the  tests  are  based  on  the  disc  centered  in  the  beginning  c=0  and  having  for  ray

RC=1.005max
i
∣i∣ . It is fixed arbitrarily while being réferrant at the criterion advised by K.J.Bathe (1996) for

the classical test of Sturm39 
RC=1.01max

i
∣i∣  . 

Concerning this point, them choices operated in two features tested are the following. It is pointed out that only
first was indeed versed in the code:
    

38  The  border  is  potentially  less  long  thus  one  decreases  the  number  of  check-points.  In  addition,  the
knowledge of the spectrum in the course of calculation makes it possible “to slalom” between the modes in
order to avoid making it pass too much close to the one two. It is a little what one does with the criterion of
Sturm in Code_Aster when one uses the method of Lanczos (CALC_MODES + SOLVEUR=_F (METHODE='
TRI_DIAG)). One chooses the terminals of the segment of control  a posteriori halfway to last calculated
modes and modes following not selected (cf [Boi10c] §3.8)

39  In  Code_Aster,  this  criterion,  noted  PREC_SHIFT,  is  skeletal  and  it  is  fixed  by  default  at  5%:
RC=1.05max

i
∣i∣ .
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• In  INFO_MODE, the user can choose for the moment only one field of type disc (keyword suggested

TYPE_CONTOUR='  CERCLE')  it  specifies  the  center  c  and  the  ray  Rc  : keyword
CENTRE/RAYON_CONTOUR.  To be coherent  with  the classical  parameter  setting into modal,  the ray
cannot be lower than the value in on this side which it is considered that an eigenvalue is a rigid mode:
SEUIL_FREQ.

• In  CALC_MODES with  OPTION among  [‘BAND’, ‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’], for control  a
posteriori amongst modes, the user  cannot choose his field.  This one must thus be parameterized
automatically. By default we limited ourselves to the disc centered in c=0  and of ray

RC=max SEUIL_FREQ ,max
i
∣i∣1PREC_SHIFT  (3.3.1) 

with SEUIL_FREQ and PREC_SHIFT two modifiable parameters by the user and of values by default,
respectively,  0.01  and  5%.  The  first  specifies  the  value  in  on  this  side  which  one  is  considered
eigenvalue like “worthless” and the second specifies the margin (in %) which one uses to distinguish
two very close modes (in on this side they are multiple). 

3.3.2  Choice of the discretization
In the literature, as in our tests, one limited oneself to a uniform discretization. One could of course consider
“adaptive”  solutions based more,  for  example,  on criteria  of  evolution of  the characteristic  polynomial:  if  it
evolves little one slackens the discretization, if not, on the contrary, one preserves the preset width of step even
one adds new points of observation i .

This number of points of calculation is obviously crucial. It conditions the robustness of the method
completely: if them i  are not brought closer enough, one is likely to miss by information (cf figure 3.3) during

counting of the discretized turns   j=argP  j . On the other hand, this discretization should not be too
fine, because especially with method APM+LDLT, each evaluation is rather expensive in time calculation40.

  

 

Figure 3.3 Problems of the discretization of contour in order to collect all the towers of the closed curve.
Here the arc of a circle i1i2  , one is not discretized enough disastrous a turn! Thus the checking

will be distorted. 

40  Even if in the long term one can discount savings of time of answer by paralleling these operations natively
independent.
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Figure 3.3 illustrates this problem of discretization. First of all it is not because the initial discretization (in i ) is

regular that its image in the plan P   is. In addition, it would ideally be necessary to envisage 2 or 3 points
per turn to be able to count them “without risk”.  Therefore the Korean authors recommend, during a use in
postprocessing, to discretize contour with at least 6 times the number of eigenvalues to control.
In pretreatment, they do not propose a figure and only the team of the INRIA attacked the problem  via its
algorithm of  follow-up of  border  already mentioned.  One chooses not  to develop such a sophisticated
strategy, but to resort to heuristics (described further) to solve these problems of precision.

Concerning this point, choices operated in two features tested are the following. It is pointed out that only first
was indeed versed in the code:

• In  INFO_MODE,  the  user  chooses  the  discretization  which  it  wishes  with  the  keyword
NBPOINT_CONTOUR=k . Its value by default is empirically fixed at 40. The heuristics of counting can

amend this initial figure to adapt to the problem. Its own parameter setting will be specified further.

• In  CALC_MODES with  OPTION among  [‘BAND’, ‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’], for control  a
posteriori amongst modes, this parameter setting is made by default via the formula

k=NBPOINT_CONTOUR=max6 card
i

{i},20  (3.3.2) 

Coupled with the heuristics of counting, this parameter setting seems well to function on QEPs of the base of
CAS-tests.

3.3.3  Calculation of the characteristic polynomial
In the literature, the Korean team tested the two alternatives, _APM+LDLT and APM+Rombouts _, while that of
the  INRIA tested  only  the  first.  We also  tested  the  two  alternatives.  That  containing  decomposition  of
Rombouts  functions  sometimes,  but  as  already  the  authors  announced  it,  it  numerically  proves  very
unstable. The evaluation of the characteristic polynomial  via its coefficients is constantly “at the edge of the
overflow” or it is very distorted by summations of too different terms of order of magnitude.
The compensated algorithms and the quadruple precision changed nothing there (cf. §2.6). The recourse
to a compensated version of the traditional algorithm of Horner (cf algorithms n°3/4) does not have is enough to
prevent these recurring problems of overflow.

In conclusion, only the most reliable strategy is accessible to the user (in spite of its cost):

• In INFO_MODE, via the new value TYPE_MODE=' COMPLEXE'+METHODE=' APM'.

Note:
• During the evaluation of the polynomials characteristic of the QEP, to limit the propagation of the rounding

errors we tested, a calculation in three stages of the type Horner:
XCB
YAC
P =detY

 (3.3.3) 

• In addition to the fact that it proves to be more expensive in memory  41 , this precaution did not get
tangible profit on the cases tested. We thus disconnected it. 

 
3.3.4  Heuristics of counting amongst turns
The fact of transcribing one problem of linear algebra also difficult in simple geometrical problem can seem
to be a great victory . In fact, the counting of the turns, in the plan P  , of this kind of “snail shell” is far
from being commonplace! 

41  A matrix should be generated digs auxiliary to store the intermediate result. That does not dimension the
peak report of the calculation which due in keeping with is factorized. That does nothing but shift it.
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One already underlined the problems of discretization, the fact that the turns could be reversed or that the form
can be more eccentric (lemniscate type42 or petal of flower). And it is not counting the calculations distorted by a
too great proximity with a root. The examples of figure 3.4 illustrate the problem.

The theoretical contours carried out on the same modal calculation of the CAS-test Aster SDLL123a illustrate
these problems. Between two contours, only the diameter of the field of initial control changes. However the
forms are very different: in the first, the rays all are concentric in the same direction with some failures close to
the edge right  due to the proximity of an eigenvalue; while in the second, contour changes direction in the
course of way. One can conclude this example by a small test. How much turns was necessary it to count in
both cases? Answer43.

  

Figure 3.4ab Contours in the plan P   on same modal calculation Aster: QEP of the CAS-test
sdll123a.

Only angular information is relevant here, the modules of the points were arbitrarily fixed so as to make
the curve readable.

Of the two teams which worked on the subject, only team INRIA proposes an algorithm of counting. The Korean
team does not present particular heuristics and almost seems to place itself, within sight of the results presented
in her papers, a “semi-automatic” approach which requires at  the same time interpretation of the user and
several  runs  standard  “test  and  error”.  Because  the  combinative  one of  the  cases  is  important,  and,
without approach upstream of followed type “by contour”,  this kind of heuristics appears not very
reliable.
The main difficulty comes, that makes some, one does not estimate the arguments directly   j  polynomial

characteristic at the check-points, but their principal values  j ( ∈[0,2] ). One thus has information modulo

2  type

 j=arg P  j= j2n j (3.3.4)

where  n j  is an entirety. What is awkward… when they are precisely the variations of number of revolutions
which one seeks to evaluate!

42  Ovalized plane curve having a form of 8.
43  Answers: 4 and 2.
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Some thus bet on the chance and consider that by discretizing initial contour sufficiently, one should empirically
obtain at least 2 or 3 evaluations  j  by turns of zP  z   and thus not to miss by turn! I.e., that in the worst

case, n j1=n j1 .

The researchers of the INRIA are more careful and they propose, as one already mentioned, a method of follow-
up of contour to make sure upstream that the variation of argument will not skid! It  propose a criterion of the
type

∣ j1− j∣  (3.3.5) 
Because  on  this  criterion  they  beat  algorithm  of  an  exhaustive  and  reliable  enumeration.  Indeed,  if  the
discretization of the check-points checks this constraint, one can then deduce, of the estimate of  j ,  j1  and

n j , it n j1  searched
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 (3.3.6) 

Because it is the sum of the variations of this number of revolutions n j  who is the required entirety.
Indeed,  if  one defers  the  decomposition  in  principal  argument  in  the  formula  of  Cauchy (2.3.3),  all  these
principal arguments are eliminated two to two; Including those of the ends, because they constitute a double
point (by assumption).

N 
=


2
=

1
2

 k2 nk−k−1−2nk−1k−22 nk−2−...−1−2n1=nk−nk−1nk−2−...−n1  (3.3.7)

From where the algorithm proposed by the INRIA (slightly modified/corrected by our care):

• If ∣  j−2∣  then  j=  (correction44 if one is very close to the terminals),

• If  j  and  then [  j1 jou ∣ j1∣≤et  j2 ]
                           n j1=n j−1  (one moves back of a turn) 

• If  j≥  and [  j1≤ jou ∣ j1∣≤ ]  then

                           n j1=n j1  (one advances of a turn) 

Algorithm 6 Algorithm of counting of number of revolutions, being known a discretized succession of

arguments  j j=1
k  supposed to check the criterion (3.3.5).

One finds in the algorithm the value = SEUIL_FREQ already met to parameterize “the zero modal one”.

Concerning this point, in the restorable sources in Code_Aster we did not implement method of follow-up of
border. We thus do not have any criterion of safeguard of the type (3.3.5) ensuring us that the algorithm n°4
functions  with all  the  blows!  For  nevertheless  to  suggest  a  functional  solution,  we set  up  heuristics,
certainly naive and expensive, but validated and rather robust. At least if the initial discretization on which it
base is rather precise.

It breaks up as follows. In a loop, one will carry out three encased discretizations45 check-points:

44  One makes  the  same thing  with  the  rigid  modes  in  CALC_MODES  with OPTION  among [‘BAND’,
‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’].  If  they are lower than a value parameterized by  SEUIL_FREQ,  one
forces to them to be equal contrary to this value. That makes it possible to avoid digital instabilities and to
modulate the concept of eigenvalue “worthless” according to the context.

45  Other choices were possible: shifted discretization, adaptive discretization…
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1) The first with twice less check-points than specified by the user (in INFO_MODE) or induced by
the  result  of  calculation  (in  postprocessing  of  CALC_MODES  with  OPTION among

[‘BAND’, ‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’]) ⇒ k 1=  NBPOINT_CONTOUR/2
2) The second with the discretization envisaged  ⇒ k 2=  NBPOINT_CONTOUR,

3) The third twice finer than that envisaged ⇒ k 3=2× NBPOINT_CONTOUR.

For each one of these discretizations one calculates the associated estimate amongst turns (grace in particular
to the preceding algorithm) ⇒  N 1

 , N 2
  and N 3


.

If  these three figures are licit  (entireties positive or worthless) and equal,  it  is  considered that  the process
converged and that its result is N 

=N 3


.
If these three figures are different, one builds a new discretization according to the same dichotomic process

k 4=2×k 3           (3.3.8) 

One  remakes  an  estimate  amongst  turns  for  this  new  discretization,  finest.  And  one  rests  the  preceding
question. One reiterates this process a number of times given skeletal by the keyword NMAX_ITER_CONTOUR.
After  grinds  experiments,  one  initialized  it  to  3  (in  INFO_MODE and  CALC_MODES  with  OPTION among
[‘BAND’, ‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’]).

From where simply the algorithm:
• Phase of initialization: 

             Construction of the encased discretizations ⇒
                      k 1= NBPOINT_CONTOUR/2 , 

                     k 2= NBPOINT_CONTOUR , 

                    k 3=2× NBPOINT_CONTOUR. 
             Calculation of  the numbers of  associated revolutions (according to
algorithm n°4) 
                                 ⇒  N 1


, N 2


 and N 3



• Buckle heuristics l=1, NMAX_ITER_CONTOUR

           If N l

=N l1


=N l2


 then convergence ⇒ N 

=N l2


           If not
                 If l= NMAX_ITER_CONTOUR one stops in ERREUR_FATALE . 

                 Construction of nearest the discretizations ⇒ k l3=2 kl2

                 Calculation of the numbers of associated revolutions (according to
algorithm n°4) 
                                 ⇒  N l3



    Fin Boucle

Algorithm 7: Complete algorithm of counting of number of revolutions established in Code_Aster.
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3.4  Method of the type formulates squaring

These methods are always based on the formula of Cauchy (2.3.3)

N 
=

1
2 i

∫


P '  z 
P  z 

dz=


2
 (3.4.1) 

They seek to calculate N  , not as for methods APM while being based on the variations of arguments 
 

2
characteristic polynomial, but in approximating the integral by a formula of squaring (applied to the function

 : t 
 t 

P ° z t  ),

1
2 i

∫


P '  z 
P  z 

dz=
1

2 i
∫



 ' t 
 t 

dt≈
1

2 i
∑
j=1

k

a j

 ' t j

t j
 (3.4.2) 

For example, for method of the trapezoids with constant step, once determined the continuation of points of
integration t j j , calculation is written

N ≈h[ 1
2
t 1=t 2...t k−1

1
2
t k=]  (3.4.3) 

Many diagrams of squaring are possible. The team of INRIA [BP99] in particular tested:
• Method of the trapezoids with constant step,
• Method of the trapezoids with variable step,
• Method of Adams (cf portrait opposite).

They seem to give satisfaction as much that method APM+LDLT (with follow-up of border) but they suffer from
the same evils:

• Cost calculation of the many points of integration (typically of the hundreds) which require as much

factorization LDLT ,
• Defect  of  robustness when contour passes “too much close”  from an eigenvalue and/or  comprises

singular points (corner, arris),
• Better behavior when one injects spectral information in the process (thus more adapted to a control a

posteriori).

On the other hand other difficulties are added which seem to us crippling in a first approach:
• Parameter setting pointed of the diagrams of integration which imposes an adaptation on a case-by-

case basis,
• Overcost and problems of robustness which the calculation of the derivative imposes of P  z  .

This  last  element  is  a  major  drawback  of  the  method.  The  reliable  evaluation  of  the  characteristic
polynomial poses already enough problems, us did not wish to face, moreover, those whom implies the
calculation of his derivative.

Another element corroborated our decision not to select this method in a first approach. It is the fact that the
Korean team did not retain, nor even quoted, this option. This strategy could nevertheless be the object of a
future evaluation by the means of a collaboration or a internship.
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3.5  Method of the type Searches of zeros of a polynomial

This  method,  called  “Modified  Sturm”  or  ‘Modified  Sturm Method Sequence’ by  its  authors  [JHHL03],
proceeds in two stages:

• Determination of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial  VIhas  the algorithm of Rombouts-
Heyde (cf. §2.4 algorithm n°1),

• Application to this particular polynomial  ofalgorithm of search for zeros of  Gleyse-Moflih (cf.  §2.5,
algorithm n°2).

However this combination, if it can prove to be convincing to test some canonical problems, is not sufficient
to deal with all  the modal problems in mechanics of the structures.  In particular  to take into account
Lagranges usually used in modelings Aster or to count the eigenvalues of module higher than the unit.
Two stages thus should  be also added to  him.  Those will  try  to  free itself  from the limitations of  the two
combined algorithms:

• The transformation of initial modal problem (GEP or QEP) in an identical SEP of spectrum (at least
inside contour), to be able to apply the algorithm n°1.

• dilation of initial contour algorithm n°2 (disc unit centered in the beginning) to take into account, at
least, contours of the type rings centered in the beginning and of unspecified ray.

As for the APM+Rombouts alternative, we also tried to use algorithmic compensated (the cf. §2.6) to prevent the
“algorithmic crash landings” due mainly to the overflows at the time as of handling of students' rag processions.
But that does not have is enough to solve all the problems.
The Korean authors had already underlined this kind of problem without however suggesting concrete solution
explicitly.

3.5.1  Transformation in the form of a SEP
Firstly, to implement the first stage, it is necessary to be able to transform its initial modal problem (GEP or
QEP) into a SEP of the type

Mu=u SEP   (3.5.1) 
And of course it is wished that the spectrum of this new modal problem of work be identical to that of the initial
problem. One cannot thus use all the tricks put in work during modal calculations itself to transform the
initial problems into standard modal problems. For example, it is not question of resorting to a shift here 
to be able to reverse the system and to thus transform it GEP in September (technical known as of “shift and
invert” cf [Boic] §3.7):

Au=Bu GEP ⇒A−B−1B
M

u=
1

−


u SEP 
 (3.5.2) 

Because we are interested by the enumeration of i  inside a contour and not by that of  i . The techniques of
linearization (allowing to pass from a QEP to a GEP) and the transformations spectral (to pass from a GEP to
the final SEP) are thus to use with understanding for these specific problems.

However to treat GEPs of Code_Aster, it is necessary to be freed owing to the fact that the matrix from
mass  B=M  is  often  not  invertible.  It  is  due  to  the  blockings  imposed  by  dualisations  and  the  new
associated variables of Lagranges. The Korean authors who promote this method did not have to face this kind
of  contingency.  Their  matrices  of  mass  are  not  dualisées  to  take  into  account  Lagranges,  they  are  thus
invertible.

To be able to build a SEP which does not change the spectrum of the initial GEP

Au=Bu GEP ⇒ B−1 A
M

u=u SEP  (3.5.3) 

one  must  thus  modify  the  aforementioned  matrices  A /B  in  A / B .  A modification  which  one  proposed
consists in “bluffing” the process and making so that the unknown factors which are not “dynamically active”
(degrees of freedom of lagranges and degrees of blocked physical freedom) do not take part in the calculation
of enumeration of eigenvalues.
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Figure 3.5 Transformation of the GEP initial Aster into a GEP compatible with the algorithm of
Rombouts-Heyde.

To implement this strategy, one can use the following trick:
• “To make diagonal” the lines and columns of A  and B  correspondent with these degrees of freedom

i0

• To impose diagonal values Ai0 i 0
 and Bi 0i 0

 such that the eigenvalues associated with these degrees of

freedom are pushed back apart from the control field.

GEP⇒ A 0i0⋅

T

0i0⋅
Ai0 i0




A

=u= B 0i 0⋅

T

0i0⋅
Bi0 i0




B

u GEP modifié⇒SEP 
 (3.5.4) 

With final,  this process makes it  possible to build the matrices  A / B  searched: invertible and not
modifying the spectrum (at least in the zone of interest). 

In our tests, we used the simplest contour: a circle of ray Rc  centered in c=0 . To manage this problem, it
thus  has  is  enough  to  force  for  each  degree  of  freedom  “dynamically  passive”  to  excite  the  eigenvalue
i0
=2 RCi⋅0  (via for example  Ai0 i 0

=2 RC  and  Bi 0i 0
=1 , cf  appears 3.5). Of course, any of the values

i0
=2a i0

i b i0  with  ∣i0
∣=ai0


2
bi 0


2
RCeps  and  eps=5%  of  Rc  for  example,  would  have

functioned.

This a little “arranged” strategy poses nevertheless various problems:

• The substituted diagonal terms have orders of magnitude sometimes very different from the other matric
terms. That can pose digital problems in the continuation of the process. In particular, with the choice
mentioned above,  they do not take account of the coefficient of “scaling” (‘English scaling’) that
one imposes on the degrees of freedom of Lagranges at the end of the matric assembly. And it  is
difficult  to  maintain  the  main  aim  of  filtering  of  the  eigenvalues  associated  with  these  ddls,  while
respecting the scalings of the two matrices. 

• If  the situation of  simple Lagranges of  blocking (classical Dirichlet)  seems understood well,  that to
make for those associated with connections between physical degrees of freedom (Generalized
Dirichlet)? 

Note:
• In the modal operators of Code_Aster, one encounters this kind of problem when one seeks to reverse the

matrix  of  mass  to  treat  QEPs  (CALC_MODES + SOLVEUR_MODAL=_F (METHODE=‘TRI_DIAG’ or
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‘SORENSEN’) ). One answers it in “regularizing” formally the matrix, i.e. by cancelling the components of
the vectors associated with Lagranges at the time as of products matrix-vector. Unfortunately this sufficient
trick in the iterative algorithms (which require only products stamps/vector) is not transposable here. 

  

3.5.2  Adaptation to the circle of centre the origin and unspecified
The method of enumeration of Gleyse-Moflih is very interesting but she suffers from a functional limitation: it
treats only the circle unit centered at the origin Rc=1,c=0 . Without returning in its digital mysteries,
the first extrapolation which one can make to extend his perimeter of use, consists in enabling him to treat same
contour but unspecified ray ray  Rc . With this intention, it is enough to substitute in the usual formula of the
characteristic polynomial (here a GEP)

P :=a0a1a2
2
...an

n  (3.5.5) 

with the variable  , the new variable   such as  :=R c
 . From where the new formulation 

P  :=a0
a0

a1 RC
a1

a2RC
2


a2


2
...an RC 

n


a n


n

 (3.5.6) 

Thus, by this change of variable, the new polynomial of work P    answers the prerogatives of the
method : 

0∣∣RC⇔0∣∣1  

However, even if this scenario function on the small model cases presented in the publications ( Rc100 ), it

prove to be unmanageable, in practice , with contours of ray Rc  in 104  or 105  (cf CAS-tests Aster SDLL02
or SDLL123 ). Indeed, the handling of the students' rag processions of P   prove already often problematic
(capacity overshooting, elimination or absorption of terms of orders of too different magnitude cf §2.6), therefore
that of sound alter-ego scalé P    does nothing but amplify these disturbances. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.6  Adaptation to the disc D 0,R c . 

Finally, by joining together all these elements, there is following algorithmic unfolding:

• To transform the initial problem into a standard modal problem said “work”

 ⇒ SEP. 
• To calculate the coefficients of P  via the method of Rombouts (algorithm n°1)

 ⇒ aii .

• To determine the ray of contour Rc  and to make the change of variable ad hoc cf (3.5.6)

⇒  aii .
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• To apply the method of Gleyse-Moflih (algorithm n°2)

 ⇒ N D 0, RC  .

Algorithm 8 Principle of the method “modified Sturm”.

Apart from these digital aspects, this method known as of “modified Sturm” also suffers from several limitations
more or less handicapping:

• To be limited to a contour of the type rings,
• Not to be able to center it in another point of the complex plan,
• To have to allocate, for each of the two principal stages of the method, two full matrices of the same

size than the characteristic polynomial ( n  in GEP, 2 n  in QEP). 

Extremely of these elements on the various methods tested even industrialized in Code_Aster, we go now to
recapitulate their parameter setting.
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4  Parallelism and supercomputing

4.1  First steps

The procedures of enumeration can prove to be expensive in memory and especially in time . It
is particularly true when one seeks as from the complex modes (nonsymmetrical and/or complex GEP
or QEP),  but  Cela can be also the case when one wishes to gauge a simple standard GEP
(symmetrical reality) on the real axis.

It is in fact the case more running, when one seeks with better parameterizing and/or to optimize 46 later
modal calculations. One makes then call intensively to the test of Sturm to evaluate the number of
modes  contained  in  several  intervals  contiguous (also  called  sub-bands).  Typically  ten  (for
example  the  number  of  sub-bands  is  nb_sbande=10):
[ freq1, freq2] , [ freq2, freq3] , ...[ freq10, freq11] .

There is then about ten modal position to calculate pm freq j j=1,11 . For each terminal of the
intervals considered. Like detailed in chapter 3, each one of these modal positions is calculated by

factorizing  the  dynamic  matrix  associated  with  the  shift   j=2 freq j
2  in  dynamics  (resp.

 j= freq j  in buckling).
One retains these factorizations only the number of negative terms of the diagonal (to implement the
test of Sturm of corollary 3).  With, possibly, a preliminary shift  of the shift in order to handle only
dynamic matrices “step too badly conditioned” (cf algorithm 5):  j= j .

Thus finally, on this example Ci, one can do italgorithmic analysis following:
• There are need for 10 (or 11) independent calculations (thus easily parallélisables) according

to whether one adopts a vision by sub-band (or frequential);
• These calculations do not produce47 broadly that an entirety pm  freq j  and a reality  j ;

• Digital factorization can be itself optimized by not storing any the terms:  Lij ,Dij . Just the

number of Dij0 .

These elements, detailed on this small example, will guide the optimization of the costs calculation of
the test of Sturm, into sequential as in parallel. Concerning the first point, one retains, according to the
cases:

• that is to say one vision by sub-bands. It is used in test of Sturm ofINFO_MODE and in that of
preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands;

• that is to say one frequential vision. It is used in both preceding cases if nb_sbande=1 like
in the test of Sturm of postprocessing of CALC_MODES with option  ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-
bands.

As for the trick of the third point, it is activated only with linear solvor MUMPS. This one being the
linear solvor has to privilege when one wishes to make HPC in Code_Aster!

These elements thus recently made it possible to optimize and parallel this kind of calculation .
Thus, when one uses the method of standard Sturm48, this one can profit from notable accelerations.
Judge rather: on the CAS-test perf013c paralleled on a hundred processors, them savings of time are
close to a factor 70 and those in peak RAM report are close to 2 (cf table 4.1).

46  To optimize consumption in time/memory and to reduce/homogenize the modal residues, one advises to
carry out calculations per packages of modes (typically 40 or 50). In multilevel parallelism with CALC_MODES
+  option  ‘BAND’ cut  out  in  sub-bands,  one  seeks  moreover  to  limit  the  déséquilibrages  of  load  by
parameterizing homogeneous sub-bands of calculation of many modes.

47  Insinuation, in parallel mode, “communicate”. This low level of communication is very advantageous. The
parallelization of the tests of Sturm can thus benefit from speed-UPS manpower very close to theoretical
speed-UPS.

48  Directly, via INFO_MODE, or indirectly in the stages the pre one and postprocessings of CALC_MODES with
option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.
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From where parallel tests of Sturm “quasi-free”! For little which one adapts his parameter setting
and which one lays out of many processors. And this, with a functional behavior and precise details of
unchanged results compared to the sequential mode.

 

V11.2

1 proc

V11.3

1 proc

V11.4

32 procs

V11.4

128 procs

Time elapsed 3:40 min 1:48 min 5min17 3min

Peak RAM report 9.1Go 5.5Go 5.5Go 4.9Go

Table 4.1. Comparison of the performances of INFO_MODE on the CAS-test perf013c 

(square plate in elements of hulls): number of ddls=4.0M49, 

32 sub-bands of search for size 100Hz on the interval [0Hz, 3200Hz]

( [ freqi , freqi+1] freqi=i−1×100.0Hz i=1,33  ). Ivanoe machine. 

4.2  Principle

Let us reconsider the diagrams of parallelization. Until now, parallelism in Code_Aster was mainly one
parallelism in  space.  It  rested  on  a  distribution  of  the  grid  between the  processors  feeding  the
parallelism of two stages of calculation:

• the construction of matrix/second member (elementary calculation/assembly),
• the resolution of the associated linear system (via the products MUMPS or PETSc).

In  modal  calculation,  in  addition  to  the  fact  that  the  parallelization  of  elementary
calculations/assemblies practically does not have impact, that of the linear system gets savings of time
often very average50. In addition, these profits blanch quickly starting from ten processors51.

In this very favorable case of the tests of Sturm, one proposes to associate with this parallelism in
space, a more effective parallelism based on the distribution of the sub-bands (or the frequencies) on
the processors. Thus here, the union parallelism in frequency – parallelism in space makes the
force! Insinuation, one reaches very good accelerations without revolutionizing the code, nor to modify
its behavior or its results.

This strategy of office plurality of two levels of parallelism allows:
• More notably to accelerate the performances while drawing left the parallel effectiveness as

well as possible each level;
• To build  a  strategy  on which  the effectiveness  is  less dependent  on the  case,  the digital

parameter setting and the data-processing platform;
• And this, without real impact on the functional aspects, the robustness and the precision of the

results.

Natural test division of Sturm in nb_sbande (or nb_freq) independent calculations thus gets a
first level of parallelism. It is often very effective in time, but it does not impact consumption memory.

49 M for million.
50  MUMPS comprises three stages: the phase of analysis, often inexpensive and sequential; the phase of the

digital factorization often most expensive but it profits from an effective parallelism (parallel effectiveness of
about 0.4); the phase of descent-increase, which can prove to be expensive in modal calculation and which,
on the other hand, is not very effective in parallel (resp. 0.2).

51 That depends on the size of the problem, its characteristics and the digital parameter setting of MUMPS.
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In  addition,  like  the  essence  of  the  cost  of  these  calculations  is  due  to  the  digital  phase  of
factorization52 of the linear solvor, when this stage is paralleled via MUMPS (SOLVEUR=_F(METHODE='
MUMPS')), one adds notable profits in time and memory. It is LE second level of parallelism.

    

 

Figure 4-1. Two levels of parallelism.
INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.

Example of distribution of the test of Sturm on nb_proc=40 processors with a cutting in
nb_sbande=10 sub-bands (parallelism known as “10x4”).

One uses here linear solvor MUMPS and the parameter setting of parallelism by default (‘COMPLETE‘).

With the value by default of the parameter setting (keyword NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=' COMPLET'),
when calculation is  parallel53,  the  two  levels  of  parallelism cumulate.  As the second level  is  less
effective than the first, it starts only if the number of processors allows it (nb_procnb_sbande) and
that if the selected linear solvor supports parallelism MPI (SOLVEUR=_F (METHODE=' MUMPS')).
This diagram of parallelization is illustrated on figure 4.1. C‘is an example of distribution of the test of
Sturm on nb_proc=40 processors with a cutting in 10 sub-bands (nb_sbande=10): parallelism on 2
levels known as “10x4”.

If one selects the other value of the keyword (NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=' PARTIEL'), one benefits
only from the parallelism of the linear solvor (the second level). That can have interest to test methods
or to center the profits on the reduction of the peak report (after having tested the other arms of lever
proposed in the keyword SOLVEUR).
This diagram of parallelization is illustrated on figure 4.2. It is an Exemple of distribution of the test of
Sturm on nb_proc=40 processors with a cutting in 10 sub-bands: parallelism mono-level known as
“1x40”.

52  Stage of the linear solvor who gains the most profit from parallelism.
53  One selected a version MPI of the code and one launched the study on several processors.
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Figure 4-2. Only one level of parallelism.
INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.

Example of distribution of the test of Sturm on nb_proc=40 processors with a cutting in
nb_sbande=10 sub-bands (parallelism “1x40”).

One uses here linear solvor MUMPS and one changes the parameter setting by default of parallelism (‘
PARTIAL ‘). 

The first level of parallelism can be qualified of “embarrassingly” or “pleasingly” to take again
classical denominations in HPC. It is so easy to conceive 54 how it would have been embarrassing not
to have done it! It is all the more favorable as its communications are very weak: an entirety, the modal
position of the shift considered 55 pm    , and, a reality, the possibly shifted shift   . 

The second level of parallelism is definitely more difficult .  It  comprises many interdependent
tasks,  of  granularity  very  variable  and  requièrant  of  expensive  communications  (pieces  of
matrix/vector).  Moreover,  certain  tasks  are  managed  dynamically.  I.e.  they  cannot  be  envisaged
initially. It  is  thus one of the parallel  diagrams most difficult.  Therefore we entrust  this task to the
product ‘best-in-class’ MUMPS. 

Note:
• When the second level of parallelism is activated, it is advised to hold, into modal, at least 10 5 ddls by

processor in order to feed linear solvor MUMPS sufficiently.
• More precisely, the second level of parallelism is here related to the stages of analysis and digital

factorization of MUMPS. The first stage of analysis, for the moment, is treated sequentially in the
Code_Aster-MUMPS  coupling.  To optimize  the  parallel  performances,  it  is  thus  preferable  to
choose a digital parameter setting of the linear solvor making negligible this analysis compared
to factorization. Often, in modal calculation,  a renumerotor “frustrates” standard AMD or QAMD
answers better these specifications that a renumerotor more sophisticated standard MONGREL,
PORD or SCOTCH TAPE.

4.3  Functional details

The parallelism implemented in the tests  of  Sturm is managed differently according to  the cases.
Those are of three types:

54  Less easy to implement in a rich code like Code_Aster. 
55 One speaks indifferently about the modal position of  a given shift  or that  of  the frequency (or  mode of

buckling) associated.
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• Those integrated in operators profiting from multilevel parallelism directly controllable by the

parameter setting user:  INFO_MODE only or in pretreatment of CALC_MODES with option
‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.

• Those  profiting  from  multilevel  parallelism  but  which  are  not  directly  controllable  by  the
parameter setting user. They is the checks  postprocessing of  CALC_MODES with option
‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands (‘LOCAL’ STURM=' GLOBAL'/). More the marginal case,
but nevertheless taken by means of computer into account, of the configurations of the first
point on only one sub-band (nb_sbande=1).

• The other cases which profit possibly only from the parallelism of MUMPS (thus mono-level):
CALC_MODES  with OPTION=‘BAND’,  CALC_MODES  with  OPTION among  [‘BAND’,
‘CENTER’,  ‘PLUS_*’,  ‘ALL’] and  STURM='  OUI',  CALC_MODES  with OPTION
among [‘ADJUSTS’, ‘SEPARATE’]. 

In the paragraphs which follow one details the impact of parallelism on each one of these cases. For
more details one will be able to consult the user's documentations associated with these operators [U
4.52.01/02/03/04].

4.3.1  INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of  CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut
out in sub-bands
From a functional point of view, several cases are to be taken into account according to the parameter
setting  of  the  keyword  NIVEAU_PARALLELISME,  the  linear  solvor  and  the  number  of  selected
processors:

• With the parameter setting of parallelism by default (‘  COMPLETE  ‘)
If one uses linear solvor MUMPS, one can activate 1 or 2 levels of parallelism as soon as it
there  are  enough  data  “to  nourish”  the  processors:  nb_proc>=nb_sbande (cf  figures
4.1/4.3a). In the contrary case, calculation stops in fatal error and proposes to the user to
adjust nb_proc or nb_sbande consequently.

 

Figure 4-3a. INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-
bands.

Perimeter of use with NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=' COMPLET'.
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Of course, SI one does not wish to use linear solvor MUMPS, but rather one of the two other
sequential direct solveurs56 (SOLVEUR=_F(METHODE=' MULT_FRONT' or ‘LDLT’)), one can
nevertheless  benefit  from  the  first  level  of  parallelism  by  parameterizing  a  number  of
processors rigorously identical to the number of sub-bands: nb_proc=nb_sbande.
 
The Exemple of figure 4.4 illustrates this case on on nb_proc=10 processors with a cutting in
nb_sbande=10 sub-bands: parallelism mono-level known as “10x1”.

If    nb_proc<nb_sbande, the code stops in fatal error because there are not enough data to
parallel. It is then necessary to adjust nb_proc or nb_sbande.
If    nb_proc>nb_sbande, the code stops in fatal error to mean the character sub-optimal of
calculation:  one was going to  use,  in  the second level,  several  processors to  carry  out  a
sequential matric factorization. It is then necessary to adjust nb_proc or nb_sbande, either to
parameterize MUMPS (or to change NIVEAU_PARALLELISME).

Figure 4-4. Only one level of parallelism.
INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.

Example of distribution of the test of Sturm on nb_proc=10 processors with a cutting in
nb_sbande=10 sub-bands (parallelism “10x1”).

A sequential linear solvor here is used57(METHODE=' MULT_FRONT' or ‘LDLT') and the parameter
setting of parallelism by default (‘COMPLETE’).

Note:
• This case also functions in the same way with solvor MUMPS. On 10 processors, only the first level

being activated, it functions then into sequential for each sub-band.

• By changing the parameter setting of parallelism (‘  PARTIAL  ‘)
To activate this option, solvor MUMPS should imperatively be parameterized58. The number of
processors  can  then  take  all  the  possible  values  compared  to  the  number  of  sub-bands,
because those are treated into  sequential.  Only the second level  is  paralleled (cf  appears
4.2/4.3b).

  

56 Sequential in MPI. Because MULT_FRONT profit potentially from a parallelism openMP.
57 Sequential for MPI. MULT_FRONT can be partially paralleled in OpenMP. For the moment, these two types of

parallelism are not combinable cf [U2.08.06].
58 If not one stops in fatal error.
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Figure 4-3b. INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-
bands.

Perimeter of use with NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=' PARTIEL'.

Note:
• When the number of frequencies or modes of buckling is equal to 2,  nb_sbande=1. One falls down

then in the case of figure which follows (standard INFO_MODE of postprocessing in  CALC_MODES
with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands).

4.3.2  INFO_MODE of postprocessing in CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut
out in sub-bands

In preceding cases , one manages the possible incompatibilities between the number of sub-bands
and processors as well  as the parameter setting (cf figures 4.3a/b). But once modal calculation is
accepted, then carried out, it INFO_MODE of post-checking cannot call  any more into question the
conformity  of  the parameter  setting compared to  the number  of  bands to  be tested.  Thus all  the
combinations in term of parameter setting and many processors must be accepted. If not, the situation
can become unmanageable for the user! 

 

 

Figure 4-5a/b. Two or only one level of parallelism.
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INFO_MODE in postprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.
Example of distribution of the test of Sturm on nb_proc=10 processors with an initial cutting in

nb_sbande=10 sub-bands (parallelism “2x5” or “1x10”).
One uses here the linear solvor MUMPS and the two values of GESTION_PARALLELISME='

COMPLET' (by default) /‘PARTIAL’. 

 In fact, in this case, case one should test only one sub-band of it:  it is made up by the extreme
terminals of the whole of the calculated modes less one small shift (so that the dynamic matrix
remains invertible). These calculated modes relate to the whole of the sub-bands if ‘ TOTAL ‘(value by
default) or simply the current sub-band with’ ROOM ‘. 
It must make as well as possible with the capacities of calculation it has.

To optimize their costs and to facilitate their use, these INFO_MODEs of post-checking thus profit from
particular treatments (cf figures 4.5/4.6):

• As  they  concern  only  one  waveband,  one  organizes  the  first  level  of  parallelism  in  two
packages:  for  each  frequency.  One  then  adopts  a  parallel  diagram  based  on  the
frequencies rather than a diagram based on the sub-bands.

• If  the  second  level  cannot  be  activated  because  the  linear  solvor  selected  is  natively
sequential, one does not stop calculation for as much. It is sub-optimal but this stage being
inexpensive59 compared to the complete process of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out
in sub-bands, this kind of operation here is tolerated.

 

 
Figure 4-6. A level of parallelism.

INFO_MODE in postprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.
Example of distribution of the test of Sturm on nb_proc=10 processors with an initial cutting in

nb_sbande=10 sub-bands (parallelism “2x1”).
A sequential linear solvor here is used 60 ( METHODE=' MULT_FRONT' or ‘ LDLT') and two values of

GESTION_PARALLELISME=' COMPLET' 61 . 

59 Not to grant this exception would make null and void the use of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in
sub-bands paralleled with another linear solvor that MUMPS (except disconnecting the test of final Sturm,
which is not advised).

60 Sequential for MPI. MULT_FRONT can be partially paralleled in OpenMP. For the moment, these two types of
parallelism are not combinable cf [U2.08.06].

61  The value ‘PARTIAL’ is prohibited here. The operator CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-
bands, stop calculation as of its phase of launching.
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These tests of Sturm thus do not undergo the restriction of perimeter described in the figures 4.3a/b. In
fact, as there are only two frequencies to distribute and that one has at least two processors, there is
no functional restriction. Except for those imposed by the stage of initialization of  CALC_MODES with
option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.
That thus makes it possible to have a validation of the parallel diagrams more exhaustive because it
concerns all the linear solveurs. One can also function without MUMPS, if necessary, while getting
appreciable profits: only savings of time of the first level (x2).

  

Figure 4-7a. INFO_MODE of postprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.
Perimeter of use with NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=' COMPLET'.

 

Figure 4-7b. INFO_MODE of postprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.
Perimeter of use with NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=' PARTIEL'. 

Note:
• In the case  STURM=' GLOBAL' the operator directly is used  INFO_MODE since the python of the

macro-order. In the other configuration,  STURM=' LOCAL', one remains in F77 of the operator
dedicated to  CALC_MODES with  OPTION among  [‘BAND’, ‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’].
But in both cases, one of course exploits the same parallel diagrams via the same sources. The
behaviors and the results are identical.
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4.3.3  Other tests of Sturm
There remain tests of profiting Sturm, possibly, only of one level of parallelism (that of MUMPS). It is
activated by default as soon as several processors are used and that one has chooses MUMPS. They
is the tests of Sturm:

• CALC_MODES  with OPTION='  BANDE' (without  second  reading  of  one  INFO_MODE
precondition),

• CALC_MODES  with OPTION  among [‘BAND’, ‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’] +
STURM=' OUI',

• CALC_MODES with OPTION among [‘SEPARATED’, ‘ADJUSTS’]. 

Note:
• The  parallelism  of  these  tests  of  Sturm  behaves  like  if  the  parameter  setting

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=' PARTIEL' was activated. With the difference which one allows, for
the moment wasting of resources (as they are operators to be reserved for the small problems).
One can for example use one CALC_MODES parameterized with MULT_FRONT in a run parallel MPI.
This flexibility makes it possible to test various features in the same command file.

4.4  Déséquilibrages of load

4.4.1  General information
From a functional point of view and performance, one takes into account some déséquilibrages of
load. Thus, the use of parallelism remains very simple and that does not burden its performances too
much.

Before detailing all the cases, one can summarize the causes of them:
• Distribution  of  the  sub-bands  or  the  frequencies  on  the  processors.  Functional

Déséquilibrage which can occur in all the cases (INFO_MODE only, into pre or postprocessing
of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands). It is dealt with automatically and
not very prejudicial for the performances.

• Distribution of the frequencies by sub-band. Rather data-processing Déséquilibrage of order
(for  INFO_MODE only) and functional (in preprocessing of  CALC_MODES with option  ‘BAND’
cut out in sub-bands). It is not too prejudicial for the performances of the studies and it can
improve (in the first case) easily.

• Digital Déséquilibrage of the tasks on the level of the parallel linear solvor (here MUMPS).

One treats directly only possible the déséquilibrages of the first level of parallelism ( by sub-
bands or frequencies). 
Those of the second level are directly managed by MUMPS and nonskeletal. Even if the digital
parameter  setting62 sometimes of  the  linear  solvor  allows  to  influence  these déséquilibrages,  one
cannot handle them directly. It is thus necessary to trust the product. However, in practice, one seldom
notes very bad déséquilibrages on this level.

4.4.2  INFO_MODE only  or  in  preprocessing  of CALC_MODES with  option
‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands

An obvious cause of déséquilibrage relates to the distribution “sub-bands/processors”. When
the number of processors of the class batch is not a multiple of nb_sbande

nb_proc=×nb_sbandenb_sbande   (cf figure 4.8),

62 Renumerotor, centralized or distributed parallelism…
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one distributes the remainder of processors by priorisant the first sub-bands. Each one of    first
processors manages a sub-band moreover ( 1 ).  nb_sbande−  according to manage, each
one,   sub-bands.
In order to limit the costs of communication MPI, one holds in a contiguous way each package of 
(or  1  in the event of déséquilibrage) processors treating a sub-band. Figure 4.8 illustrates this
kind  of  déséquilibrage  with  a  calculation  of  10  distributed  sub-bands  (nb_sbande=10)  on  41
processors (nb_proc=41): parallelism known as “1x5 + 9x4”. 

Note:
• As here the main processor works more than the others (cf not according to), this redistribution tries to

compensate for this déséquilibrage a little.
• However, concerningCALC_MODES with  option  ‘BAND’ cut  out  in sub-bands,  the déséquilibrage is

mainly  due  to  modal  calculations  itself  (even  if  those  treat  homogeneous  sub-bands of  many
modes). In this case, case our corrective strategies around the simple test of Sturm compensate for
only partially this déséquilibrage. For making well,  one would need a parallel modal solvor with
dynamic balancing of the load (inserted between the first and the second level of parallelism, cf
strategy ERAM of C.Calvin).

 

Figure 4-8. Déséquilibrage of load “sub-bands/processors”.
INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands..

Example of distribution of the test of Sturm on nb_proc=41 processors with a cutting in
nb_sbande=10 sub-bands (parallelism known as “1x5 + 9x4”).

In fact, not to rewrite the programming of the test of same Sturm and to preserve the source in parallel
and sequential,  one kept an unbalanced organization of calculations of the first level. The first
sub-band treats the first two frequencies (freq1 and freq2) while the others treat only one frequency

(freqJ). Figure 4.9 illustrates this déséquilibrage.
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From where a déséquilibrage theoretical  of  about 2,  equal to the déséquilibrage “frequencies/sub-
bands”. In practice, it  is noted that this déséquilibrage is less severe and often leads to a parallel
effectiveness near to 0.6 (instead of 0.5).

In  practice,  this  one  is  not  truly  prejudicial because  the  gotten  total  profits  are  already
potentially important. Moreover, often one of the frequency proves sufficiently close to a clean
fashion so that the algorithm of shift (cf algorithm 5) is activated. With each stage of this algorithm
one D-carries out  a modal  calculation of  position (one passes from   j  with   j ).  Thus the
processor concerned will be delayed and, for little that is not one of the first two terminals, this
delay goes devenit more important than the overcost of the main processor.

In addition, concerning a calculation INFO_MODE parallel preliminary to a calculation CALC_MODES
with option  ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands paralleled, it can be more comfortable for the user to
parameterize  these  two  calculations  with  the  same  number  of  processors.  And  not,  one  on
nb_proc and the other on nb_proc-1 (=nb_sbande).

  
Figure 4-9. Déséquilibrage of load “frequencies/sub-bands”.

INFO_MODE only or in preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands.

4.4.3  INFO_MODE in postprocessing of  CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut
out in sub-bands

As soon as the selected number of processors is odd, there is functionally a déséquilibrage
“frequencies/processors”. It is managed same manner as in the preceding case: 

• the first frequency will be seen dedicating 
nb_proc1

2
 processors,

• whereas the second only has any 
nb_proc−1

2
.

As the number of processors is often large compared to 2, the parallel effectiveness is impacted little
and it remains close to 1.
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This parallel diagram, already directed “frequency”, is of course not concerned with the déséquilibrage
“frequencies/sub-bands”.

Note:
• On the other hand, as the parallelism of the second level is requested more in this case, case possible

the déséquilibrage of MUMPS is here potentially more prégnant.
However, the cost calculation of this stage being negligible compared to that of CALC_MODES with
option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands, the total impact of these déséquilibrages is weak.

 
 
4.4.4  Other tests of Sturm
The déséquilibrage is limited with that of second level of parallelism in MUMPS already evoked.

4.5  Profits gotten by parallelism
 
4.5.1  INFO_MODE only  or  in  preprocessing  of CALC_MODES with  option

‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands
In parallel term of effectiveness in time, the first level of parallelism is close to 0.6 on a broad beach of
processors. One can thus distribute the calculation of several tens of sub-bands on as many packages
of processors with a good effectiveness.

While that of the second level is about 0.4, with Condition however that with the dealt problem is rather
bulky (>0.5M of degrees of freedom). Especially, this effectiveness blanches from 4.8 or 16 processors
reserved for the treatment of a sub-band. All depends on the case, of the digital parameter setting of
MUMPS (renumerotor, pre/postprocessings…) and of the characteristics of the machine (architecture
memory, networks…).
In short,  the first level  of parallelism is more effective in term of consumption in time and
especially more stable than the second. On the other hand, the first level does not get profit in
peak RAM report, whereas the second allows to gain on this element often dimensioning of
calculation.

Therefore, by activating only the first level  of parallelism, a calculation cut out in  nb_sbande and
paralleled  on  nb_proc=nb_sbande can  gain  in  time  at  least  a  factor  0.6*nb_sbande (without
overcost/profit report and loss of precision).
If  one distributes calculation on more  processors  (nb_procnb_sbande)  by using solvor  MUMPS
(adds the 2 thus of themNd level), the savings of time will be improved of a factor close to 2 as soon as
5* is addednb_bande additional processors.
And this, with profits in memory being able to go until a factor 263.

Thus, calculation on nb_sbande=10 illustrated on figure 4.1, if it costs 1000s  into sequential, it does

not consume any more but 1000/ 0.6×10=166s  on nb_proc=10.
And when one adds 30 new processors ( nb_proc=40 ) to also activate the second level 64 , total time
is close to 166/ 0.4×4=104s . 
From where a total acceleration in time, on 40 processors, of 1000/104=9.6 . That is to say almost a
profit of an order of magnitude on 40 processors!

Level of parallelism Level 1 (sub-band) Level 2 (MUMPS)

Profit in peak RAM report None Means

Saving of time of calculation Very good Good

Parallel effectiveness in time About 0.6 About 0.4

63 During the tests of Sturm, consumption memory of MUMPS is particularly optimized (one does not store the
factorized matrix). The profits which parallelism can get to him are thus, in proportion, less important.

64 One passes from a parallelism “4x1” to a parallelism “4x4”.
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Perimeter/stability of the parallel
effectiveness in time

On a broad beach of processors
(e.g. nb_sbande=2 to 50)
Stable effectiveness some is the
problem  considered  and  the
platform.

Effectiveness  which  decreases
from  4.8  or  16  processors.
Variable effectiveness according
to  the  problem  considered,  the
parameter  setting  of  MUMPS
and the platform.

Conditions of implementation With NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=

‘COMPLETE’ :  as  soon  as
nb_proc >1 (some is the linear
solvor chooses). 
With ‘PARTIAL’

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME= :  not
implemented, without object. 

With NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=

‘COMPLETE’ :  as  soon  as
nb_proc nb_sbande and
METHODE=' MUMPS' . 
With ‘PARTIAL’

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME= :  as  soon
as  nb_proc 1 and  METHODE='
MUMPS' . 

Perimeter/features of the test of
Sturm

Pas d' impact Only with MUMPS.

Robustness Pas d' impact Pas d' impact

Digital behavior Pas d' impact Sometimes,  can  generate
messages  ofALARM or  ofERROR
different according to the number
of  processors  implied  in  this
second  level.  But  the  raised
issue  will  be,  in  all  the  cases,
identical.

Table 4-1. Synoptic of parallelism INFO_MODE only or preprocessing of CALC_MODES with option
‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands

4.5.2  INFO_MODE in postprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut
out in sub-bands

Here the parallel effectiveness in time of the first level is excellent (close to 1 ). But it is active
only on 2 packages of processors! With beyond it is supplemented by LE second level MUMPS to
which the effectiveness in time is close to 0.4 .
Therefore, by activating only the first level of parallelism, the test of Sturm of postprocessing paralleled
on nb_proc=2 can gain in time a factor 2 (without overcost/profit report and loss of precision).
If one distributes this calculation on more processors (nb_proc2) by using solvor MUMPS (adds the 2
thus of  themNd level),  the savings  of  time will  be improved of  a  factor  close to  2 as soon as 10
additional processors are added.
And this, with profits in memory being able to go until a factor 2.

Thus, it  postprocessing illustrated with the figure 4.5a, if  it  costs 100s into sequential,  it  does not
consume any more but 100/ 2×0.4×5=25s  on nb_proc=10. That is to say a total profit in time
of a factor 4.

Level of parallelism Level 1 (frequency) Level 2 (MUMPS)

Profit in peak RAM report None Means

Saving of time of calculation Excel Good

Parallel effectiveness in time About 1 About 0.4

Perimeter/stability of the parallel
effectiveness in time

Limited to 2 Effectiveness  which  decreases
from  4.8  or  16  processors.
Variable effectiveness according
to  the  problem  considered,  the
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parameter  setting  of  MUMPS
and the platform.

Conditions of implementation With ‘COMPLETE’

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME= :  as soon
as  nb_proc >1  (some  is  the
linear solvor chooses). 
With ‘PARTIAL’

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME=:  not
implemented, without object.

With ‘COMPLETE’

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME= :  as  soon
as  nb_proc 2 and  METHODE='
MUMPS' . 
With ‘PARTIAL’

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME= :  as  soon
as  nb_proc 1 and  METHODE='
MUMPS' . 

Perimeter/features of the test of
Sturm

Pas d' impact Pas d' impact

Robustness Pas d' impact Pas d' impact

Digital behavior Pas d' impact Sometimes,  can  generate
messages  ofALARM or  ofERROR
different according to the number
of  processors  implied  in  this
second  level.  But  the  raised
issue  will  be,  in  all  the  cases,
identical.

Table 4-2. Synoptic of parallelism INFO_MODE in postprocessing of CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’
cut out in sub-bands

 

4.5.3  Other tests of Sturm

The effectiveness is limited to that of MUMPS (cf the two paragraphs precedent).

4.6  Methodological parapets software and advices

The introduction of parallelism MPI into a rich, generic code and with “constant development65 ” such
as  Code_Aster could  pose  certain  problems:  faults  of  AQ,  restriction  of  perimeter,  problem  of
ergonomics, and especially, the risks of false results!

To circumscribe these problems, a certain number of parapets software and of methodological advices
have thus been set up for about ten year:

• To limit itself to simple operations MPI. They are by means of computer fixed quotas for in
routines “hats” dedicated in order not to be powdered in the code.

• In particular, to only make  simple collective communications (less risk of ‘deadlocks’). To
leave the subtle implementations type “asynchronisation” or “bufferisation” with bookstore MPI
itself and to limit, as far as possible, the communications point-with-point.

• To communicate as soon as possible and of the simple quantities: vectors of entireties,
realities or complexes.

• To  typify  the  structures  of  data potentially  impacted  by  parallelism (MPI_  (IN)
COMPLETE). They can be complete or incomplete. They are supplemented if a particular digital
processing require it: product matrix-vector, filing…

65 About fifty contributors each year with almost a weekly release.
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• To limit parallelism to the most expensive tasks, most transverse and most modular:
mainly construction of the matrices/vectors and resolution of linear systems.

• All the operators of the code read their data input and write their output data  (via bases
total and volatile) in a centralized way and into sequential. At the end of the operator, one
thus supplements, if necessary, the structures of data distributed in order to be able to pass
without encumbers the relay with the following operator.

The introduction of a multilevel parallelism into modal calculations a little complexed the situation… but
by  getting  the  notable  counterpart  of  large  benefit  in  performances.  main  new thing  relates  to
simultaneous management several under-transfer MPI of the current communicator66. 
To continue  to  ensure  maintainability,  the  developpability  and the  AQ of  the code,  the  list  of  the
parapets software and the methodological advices grew rich:

• Not to pass thetransfer one concerning “a task/group of processors” given, in parameter of
entry  of  the  routines,  one  stores  that  Ci  in  a  dedicated  object  of  the  total  base.  At  the
beginning of  each routine  handling of  the MPI,  this  object  is  questioned  for  to  know
thetransfer  one  running67.  Besides  one  handles  never  directly  this  object.  One  always
passes by a “method” of access68.

• One only treats  under-transfer encased in order to not forget any processor (equivalent of
the deadlock for thetransfer ones).

• One change that under-transfer that in circumscribed zones code; And not in routines of
low level  (standard  elementary  calculation  or  resolution  of  system),  rather  of  the  routines
orchestra conductor. One resets, as soon as possible, the communicator running to the classic
MPI_COMM_WORLD.

• Beforeto use a parallel external bookstore in mode recovery (e.g. the solve of MUMPS), it
is checked that the communicator which is associated for him is well  the same one as the
current communicator.

• To destroy under-transfer only after to be assured that occurrences of products external with
which it was associated (if it is the case), were indeed destroyed. If not the destruction of this
occurrence is likely to pose problem: escape memory, erratic behavior, orderly…

• With  each  change  of  under-transfer, to  envisage  a  transitory  stage  of  barrier  on
MPI_COMM_WORLD. That makes it  possible to make sure that all  the active processors are
present at this stage of calculation.

• At the time of the communications of large volumes of data (type groups clean vectors), one
can play on thetransfer ones in order to avoid collapsing the networks! One can, for example,
to communicate in cascade between various levels from under-transfer encased. Beyond
the aspects robustness, it is often beneficial in term of performance.

Note:
• These profits are effective as of now in INFO_MODE and CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in

sub-bands. By re-using the same mechanisms69, they can be probably transposed to other features
of the same type70 in the code.

66 The famous one MPI_COMM_WORLD.
67 Via the function COMCOU.f.
68: Via the routine MPIEXE.F.
69 The related features, mainly management of under-transfer and interrogations of  under-transfer running,

were encapsulated in dedicated functions. They are appealable by all the operators of the code.
70 Dissociable diagrams of calculations in several levels with, if possible, a higher level of type ‘embarrassingly

parallel’.
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5  Summary of the parameter setting

Let us point out the uses of the procedure of enumeration according to the operators of Code_Aster:

 On the real axis (method of standard Sturm): GEPs standards (symmetrical real matrices) 
• INFO_MODE,
• CALC_MODES with OPTION=' BANDE',
• CALC_MODES  with OPTION  among [‘BAND’, ‘CENTER’, ‘PLUS_*’, ‘ALL’] + STURM='

OUI',
• CALC_MODES with OPTION among [‘SEPARATED’, ‘ADJUSTS’],
• CALC_MODES with option ‘BAND’ cut out in sub-bands. 

In the complex plan (method APM): GEPs atypical (or not symmetrical complex matrices) and QEPs. 
• INFO_MODE. 

Method Keyword Value by default References
Standard Sturm SEUIL_FREQ 0.01 §3.2

PREC_SHIFT 0.05 §3.2
NMAX_ITER_SHIFT 3 §3.2

NIVEAU_PARALLELISME ‘COMPLETE’ §4
SOLVEUR ‘MULT_FRONT’ §4

APM NBPOINT_CONTOUR 40 §3.3
NMAX_ITER_CONTOUR 3 §3.3

Table 5.1. Summary of the parameter setting of the methods of enumeration . 
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8  Year exe n°1: Demonstration of property 2 

To impose boundary conditions linear, one uses a technique of double dualisation [R3.03.01] which leads to the
transformed generalized system

 

 A− B u=A CT CT

C −Id Id
C Id −Id− 

B 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

u
v
w=0  S   

One will note thereafter v i
j  the null vector column of size p  i=1..p ; j=2,3  except with the index i , for

which it is worth 1, and 0n , the null vector column of size n . Now let us consider the three following families of
vectors: 

• n− p  vectors Vi
1
=
ui
1

vi
1

vi
1 who are the clean vectors of the system  S  . Clearly, according to proposal

2 of [R5.01.01], they are  A  and B - orthogonal (according to the properties of  A  and  B ) and one

notes their eigenvalues i  

•  p independent vectors Vi
2
=
0n
v i
2

v i
2 , 

• p independent vectors Vi
3=

0n
v i
3

−vi
3 . 

These  n p  vectors form a base  B  space  E={u 
u
v
w} / Cu=0  acceptable solutions of the dualized

problem (as a free family of a space of finished size).
Let us consider, for a real number   given, the quadratic form associated with the matrix  A− B

  u=〈 A− B u , u 〉 , u∈E  

While breaking up on the basis B  generated by the preceding vectors

u= ∑
i=1,n− p

ai
1V i

1 ∑
i=1, n− p

ai
2Vi

2 ∑
i=1,n− p

ai
3Vi

3
 

one obtains

   u= ∑
i=1, n− p

ai
1

2
i−u i

1T Bu i
1
∑

i=1, p

−4ai
3

2

 

(one  used  in  particular  the  properties  of  orthogonality  of  the  families  of  vectors  Vi
j  and  the  relation

ui
1 ,CT vi

2
=Cui

1 ,v i
2
=0 ). From where, while noting Li  the linear form which associates with u  its i ème

coordinated in the base B :

  u= ∑
i=1, n− p

Li
2 u i−ui

1T Bu i
1∑

i=1, p

0Ln− pi
2  u ∑

i=1, p

−4Lni
2  u   

Clearly  them  Lii=1,n p  are  linearly  independent  from where  an  immediate  reading  of  the  terms  of  the
signature  according  to  the  sign  of  the  factors.  Moreover,  it  is  noticed  that  this  decomposition  comprises
obligatorily p  zeros and p  minus signs. The relations of the property result then quite naturally, by using the
principle of inertia of Sylvester (who ensures us that this decomposition is invariant), the relations of A  and B
- orthogonality of property 2, properties of table 3.3-1 and by noticing that:
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ui
T B u j=ui

TBui=
ui
T A u j

 j
=
ui

T Au j

 j

 for  j≠0

The restriction ≥0  case (2) comes owing to the fact that if B  then the spectrum of the problem is definite
positive S   is positive and thus the shift with a strictly negative value does not have any interest (one finds
oneself within the framework of application of corollary 1). 
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